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THE WORLD ECONOMY AT A GLANCE
2019 - Another Strong Year For Financial Markets
Year 2019 witnessed a face-off between geopolitical worries and the mitigating effects of monetary
policy easing adopted by central banks globally. Global economic growth diverged, with the US
economy exhibiting resilience, while some economies in Europe suffered from sustained slowdowns,
nearing recession by year-end. Growth in emerging markets ended-up with mixed performances.
Rising trade barriers and the associated uncertainty weighed on business confidence, producing a
deceleration in investments and manufacturing output. Brexit uncertainty posed additional stress,
especially in the Eurozone. Central banks reacted aggressively to the weaker activity. Over the course
of the year, several – including the US Federal Reserve, the European Central Bank (ECB), and large
emerging market central banks – cut interest rates, while the ECB also restarted asset purchases.
These policies averted a deeper slowdown. Lower interest rates and supportive financial conditions
reinforced still-resistant purchases of nondurable goods and services, encouraging job creation. Tight
labour markets and gradually rising wages, in turn, supported consumer confidence and household
spending. Central bank policies also helped emerging markets look relatively less vulnerable in 2019.
China for instance, towards year-end, stimulated its $14 trillion economy, which accounts for almost
a third of global growth each year. The ultra-low interest rates helped drive up equity and fixed
income markets, with about a quarter of the world’s outstanding government and corporate bonds
having traded with negative yields in 2019. This resulted in global stocks piling more than $10 trillion,
bonds trading up throughout the year, oil and gold surging 25% and 15% respectively.

Entering 2020 - Recession Fears Recede
Despite the global slowdown in 2019, recession fears receded significantly as some green shoots
emerged towards the year-end. The deep recession in the manufacturing sector, the main source of
the global slowdown, showed early signs of bottoming out as PMIs across the US and the Eurozone
improved in October. In Germany, the struggling auto industry showed positive developments, with
a stabilizing auto production and improving business morale. China, the second largest economy in
the world, also witnessed remarkable recovery in PMI manufacturing levels, returning to expansionary
territory. All the major geopolitical risks, which plagued world markets in 2019, seem to reach a
resolution in the first month of 2020. The US-China phase-one trade deal has been signed in midJanuary, while a Brexit will finally be delivered by the end of January. Further easing in trade worries
combined with a low interest rate environment should help investments and the manufacturing
sector to progressively recover, and allay recession fears.

Yet Economic and Earnings Growth Will Likely Remain Subdued
In 2020, investors should expect lower returns on their assets. Following the stellar performance of
financial assets in 2019, many asset classes now sit at high valuations. Further upside remains limited,
especially as we near the end of economic cycle. Global growth is expected at 2.5% in 2020, up
slightly from the post-crisis low of 2.4% registered last year amid weakening trade and investment.
Muted global growth will reflect into weaker companies’ earnings growth, expected at single digits.

A Year With Two Distinct Halves
As we look to the year ahead, the first half should see a continuation of 2019. Policy easing will ensure
continued macroeconomic support and an extension of the bull market. However, this optimism sits
uncomfortably against a backdrop of forward-earnings downgrades and slower economic growth.
Greater volatility is expected in the second half as markets enter the thick of the US election cycle,
and as US and China will probably start tackling a phase II of trade agreement.

Move Towards De-Globalization
The 18-months long dispute between the US and China, which has seen tariffs imposed on
hundreds of billions of dollars’ worth of goods, finally unfolded into a phase-one trade deal. The
deal was signed on January 15, and with it, a key threat hanging over the global economy has
diminished. Phase two of US-China trade deal will be more challenging given the complexities of
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the issues involved. The negotiations are likely to be progressive accompanied by short bouts of
volatility. Yet with presidential elections on the horizon, President Trump’s focus could shift to
propping up domestic economy rather than engaging into another tariff dispute. Similarly, Prime
Minister Boris Johnson’s re-election in December 2019 lays the ground for a timely delivery of
Brexit by January 2020. Following its departure, the UK will enter a transition period until 31
December 2020. During this period, the UK’s trading relationship with the EU will remain the
same while the two sides negotiate a free trade deal. Mr. Johnson ruled out any form of extension
to the transition period.
Even though trade talks appear to be moving in the right direction, the greater talk about trade
and the re-negotiation of existing agreements shows rising protectionism - giving rise to an era
of de-globalisation in our view. Going forward, bilateral trade arrangements would be the key
trending theme among countries.

Passing The Baton From Monetary To Fiscal Policy
In some of the developed economies, mainly in the UK, fiscal stimulus is being implemented to
counter a dwindling trend in private investment. The current government also pledged to
eliminate austerity measures in place since 2010. Similarly, Japan announced fiscal stimulus
measures to overcome the negative impact of the VAT implemented in October. In the Eurozone,
there have been growing voices in favour of a fiscal push, as some strong economies now enjoy
more leeway to engage into fiscal spending. However, owing to fragile coalitions and disparities
within the Eurozone countries, fiscal measures are likely to be introduced at a different pace and
magnitude. In the US, with a deficit exceeding the $1 trillion mark, the extent of fiscal stimulus
remains limited. Several emerging countries announced fiscal stimulus and structural reforms to
help them stabilise their economy. In particular, GCC governments are investing in the non-oil
sector and are putting in place a wider range of economic policies.

Risks to the Outlook
2020 will prove a tipping moment in international politics. The US election will constitute one major
event in 2020. On the US-China front, any re-escalation in the trade conflict could derail the global
economy, especially in case of a spill over to the services sector. Trade disputes arising in other parts
of the world, especially in the EU, could be consequential. On the Brexit front, the clock is ticking for
Boris Johnson to deliver a trade deal before December 2020. If not, the UK faces the prospect of having
to trade with the EU with no agreement in force.
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US: Neutral to Positive
The US economy continues to benefit from a robust consumer and from strong labour market. The
year 2020 will also usher US into election year, which opens multiple possibilities on policy front,
causing potential volatility, particularly as we move closer to November. The contentious issues of
geopolitics, international relations, taxation, immigration and environment are likely to be at the
centre of polarized campaigns. While we do not see any major risks to the economy, it is expected
growth will continue at a subdued pace, with more volatility expected in the second half of the year.

Europe (ex-UK): Neutral
Europe’s export-oriented economies remain sensitive to slowing global trade, particularly larger
economies such as Germany and Italy. In 2020, economic growth would most likely remain subdued,
although strong internal consumption and robust labour market are big positives. The ECB’s stance
towards maintaining an accommodative monetary policy is reassuring to investors. It is possible as
well to see some economies opting to offer fiscal support after continuous nudging by the ECB. On
the trade front, the passage of the phase-one trade deal is likely to generate cheers among exporters.
However, we remain slightly wary of future trade confrontation between the US and Europe, which
has been raised by the US authorities on multiple occasions. That said, we believe Europe should see
better days ahead assuming the worst impact from trade war is behind us.

UK: Neutral
The year-end elections saw incumbent Prime Minister Boris Johnson gaining majority in his bid to get
the final Brexit bill cleared from the parliament. The UK will get on the negotiating table once again
with the EU to finalise the terms of the ultimate exit, which includes trade and law enforcement.
Prime Minister Johnson has officially ruled out any delay beyond 31 Dec 2020 deadline to get a final
deal passed. The nature of the final trade terms remains paramount to the well-functioning of UK’s
businesses. Nevertheless, the exit in January will help the country transition towards becoming
independent from EU regulations.

Emerging Markets
China: Neutral
China’s GDP growth will most probably fall below 6%, on negative spillovers from the trade war and
from a slowing global demand. On a positive note, China’s economic growth has become more
sustainable, depending more on consumption and less on investments. Indeed, a massive middle class
with growing spending power should lend support to China’s growth going forward, although high
levels of household debt and an inability to generate enough jobs pose risks to the economy. In case
of a slowdown, the government can always revert to fiscal policy support, but high debt levels make
this option risky. Another option would be for the central bank to loosen the monetary policy. In any
case, the trade dispute with the US remains the biggest drag on China, and any resolution, even
partially, should translate into improved market sentiment and economic growth.

India: Neutral
Indian economic growth has been severely hit, as consumption and investment demand remain weak.
The financial and real estate sectors have been hit hard from slowing demand and from rising bad
loans. Both sectors are likely to impact growth going forward. In addition, heavy rains significantly
harmed farm produce, which could yet be another headwind for growth. In response, the government
announced a host of stimulus measures ranging from cutting taxes to increasing investments. The
central bank also lowered interest rates by 135bps in 2019 and could go for further cuts in 2020
provided inflation remains stable. The impact of stimulus measures should start accruing although
any instant relief looks difficult. Nevertheless, a committed government and an accommodative
central bank are supportive for the outlook.
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Emerging Markets Asia: Neutral
We see trade-oriented countries such as Taiwan and South Korea potentially gaining from declining
global trade tensions. Pakistan economy should continue to walk on the path of fiscal austerity to
gain back investors’ confidence. South East Asian neighbours Vietnam, Cambodia, Malaysia and
Thailand could benefit from the relocation of supply chains out of China as input costs rise.

Latin America: Neutral to Positive
Brazil’s success to pass the long-pending pension reforms brings good news to investors. The
government remains committed to bring-in more such reforms to put the economy back on track.
Over 2019, left leaning parties in Argentina and Mexico taking the reign of governments spooked
investors. The onus remains on these parties to convince investors about their market-friendly
economic policies. In Mexico, the introduction of new free trade agreement should clear away some
doubts on trade and encourage growth.

EMEA: Neutral to Cautious
In South Africa, the economy continues to be bogged down by low metal prices, by delays in executing
structural reforms, as well as by rising debt. Moving to Turkey, the country showed some pickup in
economic growth in 2019 after a currency crisis in 2018. While hyperinflation subsided and interest
rates normalized, policy risk remains high. In Russia, equities performed well in 2019 (~27% YTD), but
the country could see an economic slowdown due to the slow pace of infrastructure developments.

GCC: Neutral to Positive
Structural reforms carried out by regional governments in a bid to stimulate employment and
consumption remain paramount for the GCC region. Oil prices, although more stable, are still low
compared to historical standards and constrain economic activity. Focusing on the UAE, non-oil
economic growth is key to the country, and EXPO 2020 remains the most-awaited event for Dubai.
Recently, the government’s efforts to reduce budget deficits while promoting financial markets
should increase investors’ confidence.
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Lower returns potentially a new norm in 2020
Global financial markets witnessed a strong rebound in 2019, after a severe market sell-off in late
2018. A similar performance is unlikely to be replicated moving into 2020, as valuations across asset
classes are not as compelling as before. In fact, investors should tweak their expectations on returns,
with lower returns potentially a new norm in 2020. With super-low and even negative yields in most
parts of Europe, investors will likely pursue higher returns in equities as well as in emerging markets
debt. Gold remains in favour due to its defensive qualities as headwinds are to persist in 2020.

Equities: In 2019, developed markets (MSCI World Index: ~25% YTD) outperformed emerging
markets (MSCI EM index: ~15% YTD) as investors preferred developed economies. Going into 2020,
US equities remain in favour, despite high valuations, owing to their growth-oriented profile. In a late
cycle and low yield world, focus should be on quality and on companies able to pay and grow the
dividend payout in a sustainable manner. Companies that rely on domestic and consumer spending
should be particularly more resilient than those exposed to foreign and business spending. The US
election could be a source of instability, potentially clouding the outlook in the second half of the
year. In Europe, potential fiscal easing is positive for equities, alongside a strong labour market and
robust internal consumption. In the UK, Brexit in January 2020 will not lift the fog over UK markets,
with more uncertainty expected down the road. In emerging markets, equities are trading at a
discount and should recover over the course of the year with abating trade war risks and improving
government spending. We keep a Neutral outlook with a positive tilt on US and European equities, a
Neutral view on the UK and remain selective on emerging market equities.
Fixed Income: In the exceptionally low yield environment, we prefer a middle of the road approach
between the safe-haven sovereign debt and the rising credit risk on high yielding bonds. EM hard
currency sovereign and corporate debt is expected to outperform given low yields elsewhere and
given more headroom for EM central banks to ease their monetary policies. Asian credits offer
relatively better opportunities given a combination of attractive yields, growth and some
deleveraging. Among developed markets, we expect investment grade to provide subdued returns
due to stretched valuations, but favour subordinated/hybrid debt that remains attractive. We hold
caution on speculative grade at single B category and below, owing to high sensitivity to any negative
shock, particularly avoiding vulnerable sectors such as steel and energy.

Commodities: Barring a major political escalation, oil is expected to trade range bound in 2020.
Upward price pressure could build up owing to the extension of OPEC’s production cuts by an extra
500,000 bpd in the first quarter of 2020 and by a reversal in US shale oil production. However,
subdued global economic growth in 2020 will likely limit the upside. Brent crude oil prices are
therefore, expected to trade in a tight range of $60 to $70/bbl in 2020. We prefer gold as a safe-haven
asset to act as a hedge for uncertain economic development. Among base metals, we expect a
rebound in copper prices due to supply deficit and lower inventories, alongside a stable global
economic outlook.
Currencies: Elevated uncertainty around trade disputes, growth concerns and geopolitical risks in
2019, have all made safe-haven currencies such as USD, JPY and CHF stronger. The greenback stayed
strong for the major part of 2019. However, it lost some momentum towards the end of the year
owing to improved risk appetite post the US-China phase-one trade deal. With the Fed likely to remain
accommodative in 2020 and with fading headline risks, we expect the USD to face more downside
risk than upside. Thus, we have a Neutral view with a Negative Tilt on the USD. We expect the EUR
to bottom out as the ECB’s monetary policy has apparently reached its floor and the economic outlook
looks likely to improve in the second half of 2020. Meanwhile, we are Neutral on the GBP as the Brexit
transition phase may stir renewed volatility. JPY should remain strong owing to seemingly limited
monetary support and to its safe haven nature. On CHF, and despite an accommodative SNB, the
currency could see more inflows as demand on safe haven currencies rises. We are selective on EM
currencies.
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EQUITIES
In 2019, developed markets (MSCI World Index: ~25% YTD) outperformed emerging markets (MSCI
EM index: ~15% YTD) as investors preferred developed economies. Going into 2020, US equities
remain in favour, despite high valuations, owing to their growth-oriented profile. In a late cycle and
low yield world, focus should be on quality and on companies able to pay and grow the dividend
payout in a sustainable manner. Companies that rely on domestic and consumer spending should be
particularly more resilient than those exposed to foreign and business spending. The US election
could be a source of instability, potentially clouding the outlook in the second half of the year. In
Europe, potential fiscal easing is positive for equities, alongside a strong labour market and robust
internal consumption. In the UK, Brexit in January 2020 will not be enough to lift the fog over UK
markets, with more uncertainty expected down the road. In emerging markets, equities are trading
at a discount and should recover over the course of the year with abating trade war risks and
improving government spending. We keep a Neutral outlook with a positive tilt on US and European
equities, a Neutral view on the UK and remain selective on emerging market equities.

US: STILL-STRONG LABOUR MARKET
A strong labour market has been the key reason
behind the US economy performing well despite
trade headwinds. The headline unemployment rate
of 3.5% in November marks the lowest reading in
over 50 years. Jobs addition remained solid over the
year with ~2.0mn jobs added in 2019, despite some
months (Jan and Apr) when the jobs addition fell
towards a 5-digit figure. The participation rate
climbed marginally, and wage growth stayed
consistently over 3.0%, despite slowing economic
growth. While wage increases tapered to some
extent from the highs achieved over the year (3.4%
in Feb 19), we believe the current levels provide an
adequate environment for sustained consumer
spending.
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The trade war between the US and China finally
reached a decisive phase towards the year-end
where both sides seemed determined to get the deal
passed. In December, both countries announced the
‘Phase-1’ agreement, requiring China to buy more
farm produce from the US. While the exact details
remain elusive, China has given a nod to increase the
US farm products purchases to ~$40bn from the
existing ~$8bn. In return, the US has agreed to not
impose additional tariffs, and to bring down existing
tariffs by half on goods worth $120bn. While the
outcome remains subject to uncertainty, this partial
resolution gives a positive signal to investors, given
that this has been an overhanging risk for almost
two years. Once a phase-one deal is signed, the door
will open for negotiations on a ‘phase-two’ deal,
which is far more complex and involves contentious
issues like intellectual property and artificial
intelligence protection.

Exhibit 1: Strong Wage Growth and Consumer Confidence

Mar-18

US: TRADE WAR TO DE-ESCALATE IN
2020

Wage growth (RHS)

Source: BLS, University of Michigan

US:
STRONG
CONSUMPTION

SUPPORT

FROM

The US is predominantly a consumption-oriented
economy, where consumption makes up ~70% of
the GDP. In general, retail consumption remained
robust in 2019, benefitting to a large extent from
expansionary monetary policies and from strong
wages. The US–China trade war affected retail sales,
particularly in the consumer apparels sector, as
products became costlier. Nevertheless, consumer
confidence remained high. The housing market was
buoyant, with strong housing sales and prices, which
rose past their highs of the pre-2008 financial crisis,
aided by ultra-low mortgage rates. Importantly
though, consumer household leverage, measured as
debt to disposable income (~15% in 2Q19 vs. ~18%
in 2Q08), declined consistently post-2008. In a
nutshell, we believe that personal consumption, the
primary growth engine of the US economy, should
continue to provide ample support to the economy
going forward.

US: MANUFACTURING WORRIES LIKELY
TO SUBSIDE
Most indicators on the industrial side suggest that
the US is probably in the late business cycle, marking
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the longest expansionary phase since the end of the
world war. The capacity utilization levels are offpeaks and on a declining trend as trade war
uncertainty did hurt producers’ sentiments. The
widely followed PMI (Institute of Supply
Management) figures for manufacturing currently
hover in the contraction zone. While the trade war
was the main reason for this slowdown, we believe
the current contraction is rather a pullback from
sustained expansionary levels rather than a
precursor for a prolonged lull. The partial resolution
of the trade war is likely to spur back some
optimism. In addition, with the Fed promising to
keep rates low for some time, we expect an uplift to
industrial production towards the second half of
2020.
Exhibit 2: PMI Manufacturing Index
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Year 2020 is expected to be another good year for
US equities. However with valuations much higher
than peers – 1-Yr forward P/E of 19.6x (10-Yr
average: 16.0x) – equity returns are expected to be
subdued compared to last year’s returns, especially
as we see some moderation in GDP growth. In fact
an important part of traded goods remains subject to
higher tariffs, which could force some producers to
pass on some of the impact to consumers, thereby
affecting growth prospects. The US is also scheduled
for the next general elections in 2020. Highly
polarized campaigns could lead to higher volatility
and uncertainty in the latter half of the year,
negatively impacting growth. Yet the Fed will most
probably continue being accommodative, ready for
another rate cut if deems fit, thereby providing a
major support to the US economy and to US equities.
Therefore, we are Neutral with a Positive Tilt on US
equities.
Exhibit 4: S&P 500 Sector Performance
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Exhibit 3: Projected Revenue and Earnings Growth
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Corporate earnings releases lacked the intensity they
had shown in 2018, falling to +1.6%, +3.2% and
+0.4%, respectively, in the first three quarters of 2019
(as per Refinitiv data). This was, to some extent,
expected as the impact from the US tax cuts gradually
subsided along with the general economic slowdown.
The earnings growth is expected to remain at single
digits in 2020 due to slowing economic growth.
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In 2019, the US boasted the best equities
performance among developed markets, with the
S&P 500 index climbing ~29%, helped particularly
by technology, consumer discretionary and
healthcare sectors.
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US: EQUITIES TO STAY RESILIENT
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Source: Bloomberg, rebased on Dec 31, 2018

We expect consumer stocks to remain in focus,
given declining trade tensions and rising wages.
While the tech sector enjoyed a great run, we see
increased risk from regulatory scrutiny involving
issues ranging from antitrust to data protection. In a
late cycle and low yield world, dividend-paying
companies should see increased inflows.
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Exhibit 5: S&P 500 1-Yr Forward P/E
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back consistently towards the end of 2019 after
falling to its lowest levels in 7 years in September.
We believe softening trade tensions between the US
and China is likely to put the German economy back
on track as global trade is anticipated to pick up in
2020, as per the World Trade Organisation. While
the labour market remains extremely robust, the
auto sector employment could be poised for some
upheaval in the coming years from industry’s
concerted efforts to switch to electric vehicles.
Exhibit 7: German Manufacturing and Service Sector PMI

Source: Bloomberg
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Exhibit 6: Labour and Wage Growth
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GERMANY: REVIVAL LIKELY NEXT YEAR
Europe’s largest economy saw a tumultuous year as
slowing global trade adversely impacted its
manufacturing activity, with the manufacturing PMI
(IHS Markit) indicating contraction for 11 straight
months till Nov 2019. Nevertheless, the economy
has shown some signs of bottoming out as the
widely followed IFO business climate index inched
Mashreq Gold
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Europe
(ex-UK)
witnessed
a
contrasting
performance. While growth has subdued, stoking
fears of recession, single economies have kept the
boat afloat. The unemployment rate in the eurozone area fell to its lowest level of 7.5% in
November 2019, with the employment conditions
particularly improving even in the regional laggards
such as Spain and Greece. Wage growth was strong,
growing at 2.6% in 3Q19, which is much higher than
the 1.8% average growth for the past three years.
This resulted in a resilient consumption, despite the
economic slowdown, which affected the exportoriented economies. The services sector held up well
even as manufacturing activity tumbled. According
to the IMF, GDP growth in the 28-member European
Union is expected to moderate to 1.5% in 2019 and
1.6% in 2020 from 2.2% in 2018.

60.0
Index

EUROPE (EX-UK): RESILIENT IN THE FACE
OF GROWING VULNERABILITIES

Germany Services PMI

Source: IHS Markit

FRANCE:
GROWTH

ANCHORING

EUROPE’S

Compared to European peers, the French economy
relies relatively less on foreign trade and more on
domestic consumption and services. According to
the IMF, France is expected to show GDP growth of
1.2% in 2019 compared to Germany’s 0.5%. The
fiscal stimulus measures announced by the
government, including corporate tax cuts, are likely
to support economic growth.

ITALY: BUDGET COMPLIANCE HIGHLY
WELCOME
The Italian government notoriously flirted with
European Commission’s (EC’s) budget deficit norms
in the past two years and came close to being
sanctioned. Italy is one of the most leveraged
nations in Europe with debt/GDP of 135%, leaving
its government with a narrow room for budgetary
expansion. The newly formed government in Sep
2019 vowed for a ‘middle ground’ solution by
complying with European Commission’s norms and
by promising a decrease in the budget deficit from
~2.2% in 2020 to 1.4% by 2022. The government is
also looking to expand its revenue through the
imposition of environmental taxes and VAT reforms
to balance its budgetary deficit.
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Exhibit 8: European Markets Performance
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Exhibit 10: UK Q/Q GDP Growth
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the UK parliament, which saw the collapse of May
government in June 2019. The then newly elected
Prime Minister Boris Johnson requested another
round of general elections (3rd in four years). The
objective was to secure a parliamentary majority in
a bid to secure the passage of the Brexit deal. The
elections resulted in a sizable majority for the Tory
party, taking away with it Brexit uncertainty.
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Source: Bloomberg, rebased on Dec 31, 2018
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Exhibit 9: STOXX 600 1-Yr Forward P/E
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UK:
RESOLUTION
OF
POLITICAL
UNCERTAINTY A MAJOR GAIN
With Boris Johnson-led Conservative Party winning
the general election, the UK is poised to leave the EU
by 31st Jan 2020. This followed months of
negotiations between the EU and the UK and within
Mashreq Gold
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The broad-based STOXX 600 index climbed ~24% in
2019, not far behind the performance of its US peers.
The European economy, while not growing at the
same pace as the US, stayed resilient in the face of a
global economic gloom. The political risks arising
from trade war and Brexit uncertainty declined
considerably, although the European auto sector
remains susceptible to additional tariffs by the US.
The ECB assured the continuation of its easy
monetary policy under the newly elected President
Christine Lagarde. Furthermore, European stocks
trade at a substantial discount compared to US
peers, with STOXX 600 trading at 1-Yr forward P/E
of 16.1x (vs. S&P 500 at 19.7x). Overall, we upgrade
our outlook on Europe (ex-UK) to Neutral with a
Positive Tilt. We particularly believe stocks having
domestic exposure such as financials and utility
stand to gain from improving consumption.

0.2%

Q1 18

EU EQUITIES: INVESTORS’ CONFIDENCE
FIRMING UP

Source: Office for National Statistics, UK

Weak global growth and Brexit related uncertainties
negatively affected the UK economy in 2019. As
expected, UK macro data was very weak, narrowly
avoiding recession as the economy expanded 0.3%
q/q in 3Q19, following a 0.2% contraction in 2Q19.
Consumer confidence stood at a six-year low in
November 2019. The overall economic activity, as
measured by composite PMI (IHS), stood below the
50.0 level, both in November and December,
indicating a contraction. The labour data however
remained robust as the unemployment rate fell to a
historical low. Wage growth continued to outgrow
inflation. In this backdrop, Bank of England is likely
to maintain its wait-and-see stance with regards to
further rate cuts as the next phase of trade
agreements unfolds in 2020.
While consensus is there on the withdrawal bill, we
believe investors would remain cautious in the near
term. Negotiations with the EU regarding trade
agreements remain a tricky process for the UK
government. The Prime Minister now has only 12
months to strike trade agreements with the EU,
which need to guarantee minimum disruption to UK
citizens’ socio-economic lives. These trade
agreements are going to be crucial for charting UK’s
economic growth.
The election results supported UK equities, which
had been the main laggards amongst European
peers. The FTSE 100 index, which had shrugged off
political uncertainties during the first half of the
year, lost some ground during the second half. The
late rally however helped the index to close out a
respectable ~13% YTD gain. We believe the smooth
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passage of further agreements stands to immensely
help the equity markets. The UK equities currently
trade at a 1-year forward P/E of 14.0x, lower than its
European peers. In terms of dividend yield, UK
equities look quite attractive in respect of other
developed markets.
Exhibit 11: Dividend Yields – Developed Markets
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Having said that, the FTSE 100 index, owing to its
larger weights of export-oriented stocks (~70%),
remains sensitive to positive currency movements.
The GBP, despite having appreciated approximately
11% versus USD since August 2019, still trades far
below the $1.49 pre-referendum levels and poses
headwinds for the FTSE. Nevertheless, we believe
the economy and markets stand to gain from untying
the knots created by the Brexit saga. We overall
remain Neutral on UK equities.

EM EQUITIES: LOOKING PAST GROWTH
OPPORTUNITIES
Investors are becoming increasingly selective on
emerging markets, placing higher emphasis on
growth sustainability. This has been evident as MSCI
Emerging Markets Index (YTD: ~15%) substantially
lagged its developed market peers (MSCI World
Index: YTD ~25%) in 2019. Emerging markets have
seen their economic growth deteriorate over the
past two years, a trend that is just likely to continue
in 2020. The partial resolution of the trade war will
lift consumers’ sentiments, but broad-based demand
remains low, impacted by global slowdown as well
as idiosyncratic issues, ranging from high debt levels
to political instability. EM governments should find
relief from Fed’s dovish outlook in 2020 to revive
growth. While valuations look attractive in select
markets, economic revival will be key to regain
investors’ confidence.

Mashreq Gold

CHINA: SLOWDOWN IN GROWTH
China experienced its slowest growth rate in recent
years, falling to 6.2% for the first 9 months. Going
into 2020, China’s growth rate will most likely end
below the 6.0% level as trade war impact and
slowing global growth start to crystallize even more.
The recent de-escalation should provide some relief
to Chinese producers and help improve their
profitability. That said, we believe corporate
sentiments are unlikely to experience immediate
upturn at least in the near term as most Chinese
exports still have tariffs applied (>USD 350bn).
Furthermore, both countries will now have to work
around more contentious issues such as intellectual
property protection to take the negotiations to the
next level.

CHINA: GROWTH IS
SUSTAINABLE PATH

ON

A

MORE

The Chinese economy is much stable than before
thanks to consumption becoming the primary driver
of growth. As per the National Bureau of Statistics,
the share of consumption to GDP growth ratio has
risen from 42% in 2006 to 76.2% in 2018. China
drove its growth and lifted its gigantic population
out of poverty through massive investments. The
country now stands at a point where the everburgeoning middle class is well equipped to drive
growth through its huge appetite for consumption.
Thus, the future growth prospect, albeit
decelerating, is more sustainable compared to an
investment driven growth, which resulted in massive
debt accumulation. That said, we remain mindful of
rising household and mortgage debt.

CHINA: GROWING DEBT CONCERNS
China’s current debt/GDP ratio of ~300% has been
fuelled by a huge debt-sponsored expansion
supported by low interest rates. While the concerns
of bulging debt have been prevalent for long,
slowing growth and declining corporate profitability
make the situation ever more onerous now. In a bid
to rein in leverage, the government consciously
engaged in de-leveraging and began tightening
financial regulations. As a result, the shadow
banking sector has been particularly hit, with
increasing defaults in the private sector. While
~90% of total debt is owned by state-sponsored
entities, there have been growing concerns on the
repayment ability of these entities.
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Exhibit 12: Total Debt/GDP

Exhibit 14: India- Quarterly GDP Growth (y/y)
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CHINA: SLOWING ECONOMY TO CLOUD
THE OUTLOOK
The Shanghai Composite Index increased ~19% YTD
as early year gains were wiped out by trade war
volatility. The index trades at reasonable valuations,
with 1-Yr forward P/E of 11.9x (vs. 10-Yr average
12.1x). The Chinese markets have de-rated since the
start of trade war, with an average P/E of ~14x in
2017. We believe markets are set for an upturn,
provided further resolution in trade war is concrete.
Furthermore, the Chinese central bank stands ready
to loosen its monetary policy. However, a slowing
economy with mounting debt concerns is a major
headwind, and we therefore hold a Neutral view on
Chinese equities.
Exhibit 13: SHCOMP 1-Yr Forward P/E

In a bid to stimulate demand, the central bank
slashed the repo rate 135bps in 2019. Furthermore,
the Indian economy continues to face pressures from
legacy non-performing loan portfolios, deeply
impacting both the banking and non-banking
financial institutions. In a bid to introduce some
reforms, the Indian government started by reducing
corporate tax rates. Such measure, while welcome,
is unlikely to result in instant relief for the economy
as demand-side weakness continues.
Exhibit 15: India Most Valued Among EM Peers
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INDIA: ALL EYES ON THE ECONOMIC
TURNAROUND
Indian equities had a decent run in 2019, registering
YTD gains of ~15% in line with the MSCI EM index,
despite encountering a host of domestic and foreign
headwinds. GDP growth in 2Q19 (4.5%) nose-dived
to its lowest level in six years, dragged by weak
industrial production and anaemic consumer
demand. The central bank has downgraded its GDP
expectation for FY-20 to a mere 5.1% from its earlier
forecast of 6.1%.

Mashreq Gold

India remains on the global investment radar, owing
to its growing economy and to higher growth
relative to other emerging markets. This is evident in
the higher premiums on Indian equities compared to
other EM peers (1-Yr forward P/E: 22.9x). However
until the economic turnaround materializes, we
keep our outlook at Neutral for Indian equities.

BRAZIL: FURTHER REFORMS NEEDED FOR
ECONOMIC REVIVAL
In 2019, Brazil stood out amongst EMs, with the
benchmark Ibovespa index gaining ~31% YTD. The
growth came largely in the second half of the year,
during which the key Selic rate was cut four times
and the long-awaited pension reform was approved.
The reform is expected to save ~USD195bn (~BRL
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800bn) over the next decade, easing the burden on
the country’s fiscal position (gross government debt
to GDP of ~80%). Nevertheless, the economy needs
to undergo several more reforms before showing a
sustained growth momentum. The unemployment
rate of ~12% remains extremely high and the tax
system is complex. Equity markets, however, should
continue to receive favourable support from a
dovish monetary policy. The valuation (1-Yr forward
P/E: 15.8x) does not appear exorbitant and hence we
keep a Neutral with a Positive Tilt view.
Exhibit 16: IBOVESPA Index Movement
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Russia’s GDP growth is likely to moderate to 1.1% in
2020 (as per IMF) as consumption, which constitutes
~70% of GDP, remains lacklustre. Furthermore, VAT
rate hike (from 18% to 20% from January 2019) and
slow implementation of national projects remain a
drag on the broader economy. Yet over the past
year, there were some encouraging signs. The GDP
for October registered a decent growth of 2.2% y/y.
Also, stabilising oil prices were good news for the
economy. The political risk seems to have
moderated amidst the absence of fresh sanctions.
Russian equities, which provide an attractive
dividend yield (~6%–7%) compared to their global
peers, performed nicely in 2019, growing ~27%
YTD, well ahead of the MSCI EM index (~15% YTD).
For the year 2020, we don’t see enough catalysts to
sustain the market rally, hence we keep our outlook
at Neutral.

MEXICO: POLITICAL RISK WEIGHS
15-Dec

Source: Bloomberg

SOUTH AFRICA: SLUGGISH GROWTH TO
PERSIST AMIDST MOUNTING DEBT
The South African economy continues to suffer from
sluggish economic growth, with South African
Reserve Bank (SARB) estimating the GDP growth rate
for 2019 at a paltry 0.5%. The economy faces further
risk of a credit rating downgrade owing to the huge
pile of sovereign and corporate debt, with the
sovereign debt expected to balloon from ZAR3tn or
60% of GDP currently to 80% by mid-2020s.
Moreover, in October 2019, the South African
government offered a grim forecast on the budget
deficit, which is expected to soar to 5.9% of GDP in
FY2019–20 (previous estimate: 4.5%) and further
widen to 6.5% in FY2022–23. The poor growth has
also driven unemployment to extremely elevated
levels of just under 30%. The recent monthly
inflation level was subdued and came in lower than
the mid-point of the target range. Consequently, in
November 2019, SARB kept interest rates
unchanged amidst an uncertain economic
environment, while asserting that future policy
decisions would be data-driven. The JSE Africa All
Share Index climbed ~8% in 2019 and remained an
underperformer compared to its EM peers. The index
trades at discount (12.8x vs 19.1x 10-year average),
on account of a sluggish growth outlook and a
possible credit rating downgrade. We keep a
Cautious outlook on South African equities.

Mashreq Gold

RUSSIA: LACKS
SUSTAIN RALLY

The Mexican economy endured a technical recession
in the first half of 2019, despite being closely linked
to the US economy. It was mainly impacted by
slowing global trade and by policy decisions, which
saw a left-leaning government cancelling a $13bn
Mexico airport project. On the other hand, this same
government sought to boost growth through a
recent announcement of infrastructure spending in
collaboration with the private sector, worth MXN
859bn. The government has also announced a 20%
hike to the minimum daily wages from January 2020,
on top of the 16% hike in 2019. On the equity side,
while the central bank has cut its policy rates four
times this year, equity markets performed poorly,
gaining only ~7% YTD. Going forward, we believe
the recent deal to overhaul NAFTA is a big positive.
However, we remain sceptical about Mexico’s
economic recovery, given the uncertain policy
environment, and we keep a Cautious outlook.

ARGENTINA: TOUGH ROAD AHEAD
Argentine equities had a tumultuous year, with the
Merval index enjoying a good run till August (+43%
YTD), post which the markets crashed disastrously (38% in a day) on the back of shock defeat of
incumbent president Mauricio Macri to the benefit
of left leaning socialist Peronist party in the
primaries. Investors dumped stocks, bonds and
currency, fearing the return of infamous populist
measures, which for long dragged Argentina’s
economy in an abyss. Since then, the index has
recovered considerably (~+60%) making it the
second-best performing market in LATAM (YTD:
26%). The recent rally was fuelled by bargain
hunting due to rock bottom valuations and due to a
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new government, which looks more accommodative
than what was previously perceived. The new
government has a tough job to deal with mountains
of debt and the country is likely to implement capital
controls for a long time. A debt repayment deal with
the IMF could soon be a possibility, but the
government needs to explore ways to generate more
tax revenues. Overall, we remain Cautious on
Argentine equities.

51.4bn in 2018. Furthermore, social measures such
as relaxing visa restrictions and business ownership
should help market sentiment.
Exhibit 18: UAE GDP Growth
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Turkey’s Bursa Istanbul XU100 Index climbed ~25%
YTD driven by positive economic growth, significant
drop in inflation and improving trade balance amidst
a stable currency. The economy reported three
consecutive quarters of GDP growth after a
recession in 2018. Inflation dropped to 8.6% in Oct
(from 25% in Oct-18) before inching back to 10.5%
in Nov 2019. While the central bank slashed interest
rates to 12% (from 24% in June 2019), a sustained
jump in inflation remains a key risk. The country also
faces the risks of US sanctions, following the arms
deal with Russia. Equity valuations remain cheap (1yr forward P/E of 8.4x; 10 yr avg 9.4x), yet we feel
the idiosyncratic risks outweigh potential benefits,
and thus we keep a Cautious outlook.
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TURKEY: EMERGING FROM RECESSION

Exhibit 17: Lira (vs. USD) and Inflation
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The UAE is also expected to receive increased
foreign direct investments (FDI) driven primarily by
EXPO 2020. Dubai already attracted FDI of AED
46.6bn in the first half of 2019, an increase of 135%
over the past period. As per IMF, UAE’s GDP is slated
to grow at 2.5% for 2020 and 2.7% for 2021 as
compared to the expected 1.6% growth for 2019.
Additionally, UAE’s monetary policy, which mirrors
US’, is slated to remain expansionary in the near
future. We believe this could spur the property
markets back after prolonged lull dating back to the
past 5–6 years. Property prices, which have fallen
more than 20% from their peaks in 2014, seem to
have bottomed out.
Exhibit 19: UAE Real Estate Indices vs. EIBOR
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Moving into 2020, UAE’s economic outlook remains
promising, backed by ongoing reforms and a possible
recovery in the real-estate sector. Both Abu Dhabi
and Dubai governments announced stimulus
measures, which should provide support to the nonoil service-based sectors, ultimately creating more
jobs and boosting consumption. In this regard, Abu
Dhabi government earmarked USD 13.6bn to be
spent over the years 2019-21. The objective of these
funds is to promote ease of doing business while
encouraging employment. Dubai government too
has announced a host of measures including
increased infrastructure spending and lower fees on
various businesses aimed at improving the business
climate for EXPO 2020. The UAE government has
also increased budget spending from 2019, with the
current budget size of ~AED 60bn compared to AED

1.0%
Nov-09

UAE: STIMULUS TO DRIVE GROWTH
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The UAE stock markets remained subdued in 2019
(Abu Dhabi ~3%, Dubai ~10%) compared to global
stocks, but followed closely other regional markets.
Dubai was particularly impacted by weak
performance in the real estate sector. Equity markets
were also bogged down by growing concerns over
trade as well as geopolitical tensions in the GCC
regions. Yet, we believe rising economic prospects
are likely to provide enough tailwinds for equities.
The UAE markets also offer attractive dividend yields
(2020E: ~5%) compared to other GCC peers. Overall,
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we are Positive on UAE equities.

Exhibit 21: Saudi Budget Performance

Exhibit 20: Saudi GDP Growth
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The Kingdom’s economic growth is expected to
accelerate in 2020 with the IMF forecasting the GDP
growth rate at 2.2%, compared to an estimated
muted growth of 0.2% for 2019. This growth is set
to be driven by a host of factors including
improvement in the non-oil sector, recovery in
construction sector and stabilised expats exodus
(declined only 90k during the 9M 2019 vs. 1.3mn in
2018). This should offset a weak oil GDP, expected
to remain under pressure, due to the Kingdom’s
commitment to OPEC+ production cut agreement.
In its pre-budget statement, the Saudi government
cut spending by around 3% for 2020 and 2021 and
by 3.5% for 2022 in order to achieve its target of a
balanced budget by 2023. While the current account
spending (such as subsidies) is expected to witness
most of the spending cut, we believe that capital
spending is likely to remain firm in the coming years.
While the government sees some decline in oil
revenues going forward, we believe Aramco IPO
should allow it to maintain its level of capital
spending.
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Saudi Arabia’s TASI index continued its upward
journey in 2019, posting YTD gain of ~8%. The
performance was entirely driven by a robust 1H19
return (+19%) on account of higher foreign inflows,
following the inclusions in FTSE and MSCI EM
indices. However, the index witnessed a sharp
correction in 2H19 (until mid-Oct), primarily due to
profit booking post inclusions. Nonetheless, TASI
regained its strength in December, up by ~7%, on
the back of the much-awaited Aramco IPO. Aramco
was listed on the domestic bourse on the 11th of
December and allowed the index to end the year
with a decent return.
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Apart from the improving economy, the successful
listing of Aramco and the implementation of the last
phase of FTSE inclusion (in March 2020) will
continue to attract significant foreign inflows and
provide higher liquidity and better stability to the
markets in the near term. Saudi equities currently
trade at a 1-Yr forward P/E of 16.5x, higher than the
10-Yr average of 14.0x. As a result, we keep our
outlook at Neutral with a Positive Tilt.

KUWAIT: MSCI INCLUSION TO FURTHER
DRIVE DOMESTIC MARKET IN 1H20
The Kuwaiti market (KWSPEM index) continued its
strong performance and has been the best
performing regional market this year with a gain of
~30%, outperforming the S&P Pan Arab Index by
23% and the MSCI EM by 15%. Going into 2020, this
uptrend is likely to continue, driven by significant
passive inflows due to MSCI inclusion in May 2020.
In addition, low non-local ownership compared to
other MENA markets, easing political uncertainty,
and better corporate earnings are likely to provide
further boost to local equities. However, post EM
inclusions, the market may witness some correction
in the second half, in line with the trend seen in other
regional markets post inclusion. We are Positive on
Kuwait, given the expected high passive inflows,
government’s expansionary budget and anticipation
of steady oil prices.

OMAN: UNLIKELY IMPROVEMENT IN
ECONOMIC FUNDAMENTALS
Oman’s MSM 30 index went further into negative
territory in 2019 losing ~9%, following the ~15%
decline registered in 2018. This is despite the MSMlisted companies posting ~4% earnings growth
during 9M 2019 and the Sultanate’s fiscal deficit
improving to OMR1.5bn in 9M 2019 from OMR1.9bn
in 9M 2018 (FY 2019 budget deficit: OMR2.8bn). The
downgrade of Oman to junk status by major credit
rating agencies in 2018 and 2019, and the slow pace
of economic reforms have been the primary factors
for this market underperformance.
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BAHRAIN: FISCAL CONSOLIDATION TO
HELP STABILISE ECONOMY
The Bahrain Stock Exchange (BAX) gained more than
19% YTD, supported by several major economic
reforms, improvement in FDI, decrease in
unemployment rate and marginal economic
expansion. According to the IMF, Bahrain is expected
to post GDP growth of 2.0% in 2019 (1.8% in 2018).
Bahrain, which had high levels of budget deficit in
the past, initiated a fiscal consolidation plan. With
the deficit in the 1H 2019 narrowing substantially
(BD 404m vs. BD 650m in 1H18), Bahrain remains on
track with its fiscal reforms. While Bahrain has
limited oil supply to manage its finances, the non-oil
economic growth is expected to improve, thereby
supporting the economic growth going forward. We
believe Bahrain equities will continue their good run
and will benefit from improved fiscal discipline. We
keep the outlook at Positive.

Exhibit 26: Dubai Residential Sale Prices and Rental Yield
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In October 2019, the World Bank and the IMF
predicted Oman’s real GDP to remain stagnant in
2019 (vs. 1.8% in 2018), and sharply lowered the
country’s real GDP growth estimate for 2020 to
3.7% from previous ~6%. Furthermore, S&P Global
Ratings also warned Oman of further downgrades,
owing to deteriorating fiscal and external metrics
along with ballooning government debt (% of GDP:
~60% in 2019 and ~64% in 2020, as per the IMF).
We anticipate the Sultanate to introduce the longawaited VAT next year and implement further
reforms to progress on economic diversification. The
government’s fiscal position should ease further
next year, yet a cut in hydrocarbon production in
compliance with OPEC+ agreement and relatively
higher break-even oil price ($87.6 per barrel in 2020,
as per the IMF) could likely weigh on these
improvements. As a result, we remain Cautious on
Oman.

Source: Central Bank of the UAE

Egypt introduced some strong economic reforms,
indicating its determination to rise from the decadelong political and economic turmoil. Reforms include
devaluation of currency, reduction of energy
subsidies and implementation of a value added tax
(VAT). These reforms should help consolidate its
fiscal position (FY2020: 7.0% of GDP vs. 8.4%
previous year) and current account deficit.
Moreover, unemployment rate came down to 7.5%
in Q4-FY19, from 9.9% a year ago. Further, inflation
levels run at the lowest in decade, thereby allowing
the central bank to continue with a low interest rate
policy. We stay Positive on Egyptian equities, given
the backdrop of strong reforms, better governance
and improving contribution from tourism and gas
production.
We however remain mindful of
geopolitical and policy risks.

EGYPT: MACRO STABILITY, IMPROVED
GOVERNANCE RAISE CONFIDENCE
EGX30 staged a rebound in 2019 (+6% YTD),
following a decline of 13% last year, accompanied
by a pickup in economic activity. The Egyptian
economy grew 5.6% in FY19 (June-ended) as
compared to 5.3% in FY18, underpinned by rising
net exports, contraction in oil imports, robust gas
production and strong economic reforms. Private
investment also saw a pick-up. In terms of sectors,
gas extractives, tourism, wholesale and retail trade,
real estate and construction have been the main
drivers of growth. The FY2020 budget allocation of
EGP140bn (up 40% y/y) should also translate into
substantial investment in real terms, given the rapid
pace of fall in inflation. As per the IMF, economic
growth should pick up in 2020 to reach 5.9%.
Mashreq Gold
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In the exceptionally low yield environment, we prefer a middle of the road approach between the
safe-haven sovereign debt and the rising credit risk on high yielding bonds. EM hard currency
sovereign and corporate debt is expected to outperform given low yields elsewhere and given more
headroom to EM central banks to ease their monetary policies. Asian credits offer relatively better
opportunities given a combination of attractive yields, growth and some deleveraging. Among
developed markets, we expect investment grade to provide subdued returns due to stretched
valuations, but favour subordinated/hybrid debt that remains attractive. We hold caution on
speculative grade at single B category and below, owing to high sensitivity to any negative shock,
particularly avoiding vulnerable sectors such as steel and energy.

US economy exhibited resilience to external
headwinds throughout 2019. GDP averaged around
2.3% on quarterly basis with consumer spending
being a primary driver on the back of maximum
employment and firm wage growth. Moreover, other
indicators such as housing permits remain strong.
However, business investments stalled as a fallout
from trade war and global growth slowdown. The
upcoming Presidential election in November clouds
the outlook, especially towards the second half of
the year. This combined with the fading effect of a
fiscal stimulus would result in moderate economic
growth next year, which would also keep inflation
at bay. Therefore, we do not expect the Federal
Reserve to hike interest rates through 2020, but
instead hold steady to encourage credit growth.
Furthermore, the Fed is expected to utilise balance
sheet as the key monetary policy tool in the event of
any renewed bout of weakness.
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In 2019, the Federal Reserve changed course and
reduced for the first time in 10 years the effective
fed fund rate. The Fed carried out three rate cuts
over the year. The Federal Reserve was readily
available to intervene in money markets through the
purchase of short-term Treasury bills of $60 bn
monthly starting mid-September, after the sudden
liquidity shock in the overnight repo market.
However, the Federal Reserve has repeatedly
emphasised that this does not qualify as quantitative
easing and interest rates cuts were more of a ‘midcycle adjustment’ in order to avert the economy
from slipping into recession. Furthermore, Fed’s
economic assessment suggests a moderate
economic growth outlook for 2020 with persistent
downside risks. At December 2019 FOMC meeting,
policymakers left the economic growth projections
unchanged at 2.2% for 2019 and 2.0% for 2020.
Inflation gauged by core personal consumption
expenditure (PCE) is forecasted to stay below the
2% target range at 1.9% for 2020. The
unemployment rate is expected to fall to 3.5% in
2020.

Exhibit 23: Central Bank Balance Sheet Assets ($ Trillion)

$tn

FED HOLDS A STRONG BIAS TO KEEP
INTEREST RATES AT CURRENT LEVELS

China

Source: Bloomberg

ECB ON EASING MODE
In the face of anaemic inflation and subdued
economic growth, the European Central Bank (ECB)
has cut deposit rate to -0.5% in September.
Additionally, it resumed the asset purchases
programme at the beginning of November, without
specifying any end date. The newly elected ECB
president Christine Lagarde reiterated her
commitment to keeping rates low for a prolonged
period until inflation is seen converging towards the
2% target level.
The Eurozone economy started to show early signs
of stabilisation in growth as downside risks are
becoming less pronounced with manufacturing
activity seemingly reaching its trough. In a bid to
push inflation higher, the central bank maintained its
€20 bn asset purchases per month. Interest rates are
at ultra-low levels, providing less room for
manoeuvre in the light of growing rhetoric against
negative interest rates. As per the latest forecasts,
the ECB projects Eurozone economy to grow by
1.1% in 2020, a notch lower from an earlier estimate
of 1.2%, and further expects to see timid growth of
1.4% through 2022. The central bank also expects
inflation to remain muted, rising merely 1.1% in
2020.

BOE ACTION A FUNCTION OF BREXIT
DEVELOPMENTS
Throughout 2019, the Bank of England (BOE) dealt
with completely different set of concerns unlike
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other major central banks. Despite above-target
inflation resulting from currency weakness, marked
economic slowdown due to Brexit uncertainty
forced BoE to hold interest rates steady at 0.75%
throughout the year. Looking ahead, Brexit should
be delivered by January 2020. However, despite a
comprehensive Brexit deal, we believe the transition
phase would be crucial to shape the future trading
relationship with the EU, which in turn could
influence BOE’s policy action as well. A hard
departure from the EU could further dent business
investments, thereby creating more headwinds to
growth prospects and a possible rate cut by the BOE.
The labour market has already started to show
cracks with vacancies falling for eight consecutive
months, suggesting that businesses are feeling the
pinch of higher costs as productivity slows down.
This could prompt BoE to follow suit and resort to an
easy monetary policy stance.

improving since late 2019, it is likely to see some
reversal in the yield landscape. Notably, risks in the
fixed income market look high especially in the
Eurozone where negative yields are widespread and
potential capital gains seem limited. As a result, the
prospect of a repeat of strong returns in fixed
income market as we enter 2020 appears less likely.

BOJ TO FOCUS ON FINE TUNING ITS
POLICY STANCE

Source: Bloomberg

In the recent policy meetings, Bank of Japan (BoJ)
largely focused on fine-tuning its monetary policy to
pull Japan completely out of deflation. Growing
external uncertainties have significantly contributed
to stronger yen and are weighing heavily on the
inflation outlook. Core inflation accelerated by 0.8%
in November but is still far behind the 2% target
level. In order to address the deflationary threat, BOJ
in its forward guidance, pledged to keep interest
rates at current or low levels, necessary to achieve
price stability. Considering the diminishing effect of
ultra-accommodative monetary policy, BOJ has
urged the government to provide more fiscal
stimulus.
In our view, the Japanese economy deals with many
issues ranging from shrinking exports, to stronger
Yen, to rapidly ageing demographics. Domestic
consumption could come under pressure after the
increase in VAT. We therefore expect inflation to
remain far below target and BOJ to remain
accommodative.

Exhibit 24: Total Returns (Year- to- Date)
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TREASURIES TO MOVE SIDE-WAYS
Mixed developments around trade discussions and
fear of a sharp economic slowdown led to a brief
inversion in Treasury yield curve during 2019.
Markedly, the 2 and 10-year benchmark yields
tightened around 100bps each for the year.
In 2020, with our base case scenario of no change in
interest rates, the short end of the curve is more
likely to stay anchored. However, the longer end of
the curve being a function of inflation expectation
and growth may resume steepening to some extent,
if growth picks up. In addition, a potential widening
in the fiscal deficit would cause a glut of new debt,
putting some pressure on the Treasury market.
Nevertheless, compared to other government bonds,
Treasuries remain attractive. At the same time,
expectation of Fed’s accommodative monetary
policy in 2020 would make it difficult for yields to
move materially higher in the near future. Therefore,
US Treasuries are expected to trade range-bound.
Exhibit 25: US 2-10 Year Treasury Yield Spread

2019: ANOTHER STRONG YEAR FOR
FIXED INCOME MARKETS
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Fixed income markets fetched strong returns during
2019 as global central banks embarked on a new
monetary easing cycle. US corporates and
speculative grade bonds exhibited exceptional
performance, generating double-digit gains. Credit
spreads tightened to 18-months low. Investors
largely flocked into sovereign bonds, pushing the
yields to record lows and even turning negative.
Bond price gains and decline in yields in 2019 appear
excessive. With the global economic outlook
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DIMINISHING RETURNS FOR GERMAN
BUNDS AS RISKS UNWIND
In Europe, the extraordinary monetary policy and
deteriorating economic growth have driven core
Eurozone bond yields to record lows. For countries
such as Germany and Netherlands, government
bond yields dipped into negative territory across the
yield curve, producing notable capital appreciation
mainly at the long end of the curve. The 10-year
benchmark German Bund fetched returns of over
6%, marking the best gains since 2014. However, as
interest rates are already at ultra-low levels, the
additional returns on core sovereign bonds going
ahead are expected to remain very low. We expect
investors to refrain from negative yielding Bunds
going forward and seek for positive returns
elsewhere in peripheral countries or in emerging
markets.
Exhibit 26: European 10-year Benchmark Sovereign Bond Yields
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Given the uncertain economic and political outlook,
this trend is more likely to continue going forward.
Despite the ‘no deal’ Brexit off the table, uncertainty
remains around the nature of the future trade
relations with the EU. This uncertainty will dictate
the behaviour of UK Gilts.

EU: PREFER SUBORDINATED PREFERRED
ISSUES
During 2019, EU HY and IG credits delivered decent
returns, with the Bloomberg Barclays HY and IG total
return indices surging 12.4% and 6.4%,
respectively. The overall OAS spreads tightened due
to ECB’s commitment to maintain extraordinary
stimulus measures amidst a muted economic growth
outlook. GDP growth in the region slowed but
remained in positive territory, thanks to the lower
unemployment rate (7.4%) that has been supporting
consumption-driven growth. Furthermore, inflation
remained very low as compared to ECB’s target rate
of 2.0%. In response, Mario Draghi announced the
second round of QE along with a 10bps cut in the
deposit rate to -0.5% in September 2019 before the
end of his term as president of the ECB.
Exhibit 28: US and EU IG Corp OAS have moved in tandem
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UK debt yields have witnessed a continuous fall over
the last five years, barring a spike in 2016 where the
UK referendum caused nervousness around UK
markets. In 2019, Gilts were caught among several
forces including lingering uncertainty around Brexit,
fragile growth and above target inflation.
Exhibit 27: UK 10-year Benchmark Sovereign Bond Yield
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Under the leadership of new ECB president Christine
Lagarde, the QE programme has commenced from
November, which entails bond buying of €20bn per
month for an undefined period. This is expected to
drag down the yields further. However, the ECB has
little room left to expand its balance sheet post the
first round of QE. In fact, it reached its limit of 33%
holdings in the Netherlands and Germany. With ECB
forecasting 2020 economic growth to recover to
1.1% (vs. 1.2% 2019e), the focus will be on
governments to prop up their fiscal policy tools to
improve the growth outlook. Having said that, we
prefer EU subordinated preferred issues, for banks
which enjoy strong capital buffers. These issues
provide relatively high yields, with call dates ranging
over the medium term, providing an attractive risk
return profile.

Source: Bloomberg
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The US bond market delivered strong gains in 2019,
on better-than-expected earnings, solid economic
fundamentals and Fed’s accommodative stance. In
line with Europe, IG and HY OAS spreads tightened
58bps and 202bps, respectively, witnessing similar
levels of tightening in 2017. US corporate bonds
continued to draw strong interest from global
investors as evident from healthy activity in the
primary market with total issuance volumes in line
with 2018. Investor appetite for IG notes was strong
with an average oversubscription ratio of 3.1x (vs.
2.8x in 2018), and the average new issue concession
offered by issuers tightened to 2.75bps (vs. 5.10bps
in 2018). Overall, the US debt market outperformed
EU credits with YTD return of 14.0% in HY and 8.4%
in IG against that of EU HY and IG returns of 12.4%
and 6.4%, respectively.
The muted US growth outlook points towards
lacklustre corporate earnings, especially that the tax
cut impact seems to have faded away. Moreover,
BBB-rated bonds now account for 50.3% of the US
IG universe, significantly higher than 34.7% in 2007,
posing a risk of falling angels in case of any
downturn. Moreover, with already tight spreads, we
see very limited opportunity in the US IG space and
maintain our Neutral view on US IG credits. Notably,
the presidential elections at the end of 2020 could
be a drag on performance, given sharp policy
differences between Trump and the Democratic
Party.
Exhibit 29: US and EU HY Corp OAS offer marginal premium
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In 2019, US HY credits performed exceptionally well
on the back of a recovery in oil prices and Fed’s
accommodative stance. The Bloomberg Barclays HY
Index OAS spread tightened by nearly 170bps during
Jan–April as oil prices jumped by 30% during this
period. Although the spreads spiked during
September 2019 amidst the liquidity crunch in the
repo market, Fed’s intervention helped spreads
Mashreq Gold

recover. Spreads over Treasury further tightened
during 4Q19 to 325bps (vs. 525bps at 2018-end).
Despite the global slowdown, the US economy has
shown resilience backed by strong fundamentals.
Hence, we prefer BB+ rated credits with a strong
ability to deleverage. We prefer financial sector
credits, especially subordinated preferred debt,
amidst improving assets quality and solid
capitalisation levels. We also believe that the recent
trade truce, fading recession fears and favourable oil
prices should support the US HY credits in 2020.
However, the magnitude of upside potential would
be small, given that US HY bonds are already trading
at the tightest level since 2016.
Exhibit 30: US HY OAS and Energy Index OAS
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EM TO OUTPERFORM DM IN 2020
EM hard currency debt (including sovereign debt,
return: 12.7%) outperformed the local currency debt
(11.4%) in 2019, generating returns similar to HY
corporate debt of developed economies (US: 14.0%,
EU: 12.3%). In the context of negative interest rates
predominately in Europe and super-low yields
elsewhere in developed countries, global investors
rushed to EMs on a bid to chase yields. The Fed’s
reversal in monetary tightening, which was closely
followed by EMs, and the optimism over a trade deal
set a favourable backdrop to snap up EM assets.
Moreover, several idiosyncratic factors such as
recovery in oil prices (GCC), fiscal reforms, easing
sanction risks and removal of election risk in many
emerging economies contributed to the bond rally
this year. As a result, the benchmark bond yields
across the EMs fell sharply while offering healthy
capital gains.
Moving into 2020, Fed’s accommodative stance
should continue to benefit EMs including Brazil,
Mexico and Turkey, which are reliant on dollardenominated funding. Inflation in most of EMs
remains under control, yet there are signs of growing
inflation risks in countries such as China and India.
While central banks in these countries as well as in
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to Baa1 and BBB, respectively, in 2019. This is
following the government’s adherence to the new
fiscal rule that helped contain debt at a relatively
low level of 15% of GDP. In 1H20, given the stable
inflation, another 25-50bps rate cut seems possible,
a positive for credit markets.
Exhibit 32: Russia –Yield, Interest Rate and Oil Price Movement
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We prefer Russia due to its lower debt levels, stable
inflation, budget surplus and fiscal discipline, which
have helped the sovereign to return to the IG
universe. We like Brazil as the newly elected
administration is committed to fiscal consolidation
with a view to contain the fiscal deficit through
pension reforms and more privatization. In India, tax
cuts are expected to boost cash flows of corporates.
Hence, we favour Indian hard currency corporate
credits with a strong ability to deleverage. We also
prefer Mexican assets where benchmark rates are
comparatively higher and central bank is on an
easing mode. In addition, the recent USMCA
agreement is a big positive for the economy. GCC
credits also look attractive due to their focus on nonoil growth in addition to expectations of favourable
oil prices that would help to keep fiscal deficit at
lower levels.

RUSSIA: FISCAL DISCIPLINE AND OIL
PRICES TO SUPPORT CREDITS
Russia’s sovereign bonds were amongst the top
emerging market performers in 2019. The 10-year
benchmark yield compression of 230bps at 6.4%
fuelled ample returns. Moreover, headline CPI
stabilised around 3.5% in November, below the
targeted 4%, providing the much-needed leeway to
the central bank to resort to monetary easing. The
central bank delivered 150bps interest rate cut in the
short span of June–November 2019. Meanwhile, the
RUB also gained 9.7% against USD and emerged as
the best performing EM currency this year on the
back of continuous FX interventions and uptick in oil
prices. The major rating agencies, Moody’s and Fitch
also upgraded Russia’s sovereign rating by one notch
Mashreq Gold
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Russia and Brazil remain dovish, the magnitude of
easing could be relatively smaller than in 2019 as
most central banks are moving closer to the end of
the rate cut cycle. Therefore, we continue to prefer
EM hard currency credit (sovereign and corporates)
in addition to the local currency debt of selective
countries with robust FX reserves and fiscal position.

Source: Bloomberg

BRAZIL: BENIGN INFLATION AND
REFORMS TO GRIND YIELDS TIGHTER
The 10-year benchmark bond yield tightened by
220bps to 7.0%, mainly driven by aggressive
monetary easing, passage of the long-awaited
pension reform bill and macroeconomic stability.
The bill is expected to save nearly BRL800bn (around
11% of projected 2019 GDP) over the next decade
and help in reducing a chronic fiscal deficit. The
government also focused on the disposal of noncore assets in public sector banks, assets disposal of
Petrobras refinery and even in the country’s largest
utility
company
Electrobras.
The
general
government deficit is expected to fall to 5.9% (vs.
7.1% in 2018) due to higher dividend income, onetime revenues from auction and lower interest
burden. Meanwhile, benign inflation allowed the
central bank to slash its benchmark Selic rates by
200bps (4 rate cuts of 50bps each) in 2H19, pushing
interest rates to a record low of 4.5%.
Heading into 2020, fiscal consolidation and efforts
to reduce public debt should drive up investors’
confidence. Meanwhile, monetary policy looks likely
to remain accommodative, though a further rate cut
may be ruled out in the event of strengthening
economic recovery. Against this backdrop, S&P has
recently revised the country’s credit rating outlook
to positive from stable. However, the municipal
elections in October 2020 as well as some antigovernment protests may hinder the progress of
fiscal reforms. Yet, the country has the capacity to
absorb external shocks (including recent US tariff on
steel) helped by robust international reserves
($367bn as of November 2019-end) and by a flexible
exchange rate. Hence, we expect more inflows to
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Brazil credit and expects yields to grind lower.
Exhibit 33: Brazil – 10-year Govt. bond yield and Interest Rate
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CHINA: RELIES ON POLICY SUPPORT
China’s debt market remained volatile during the
year amidst protracted trade war with the US and
muted domestic economic growth. Overall, the 10year benchmark yield compressed by 10bps to 3.2%,
although the market witnessed some liquidity
pressure during April and October. However, the
debt market remained bolstered by the inclusion of
China’s sovereign debt in the Bloomberg Barclays
Global Aggregate Index along with broadening
reforms in financial markets that allowed more
foreign participants.
The government made efforts to stimulate demand
through infrastructure spending and by supporting
small businesses. Moreover, capital outflows worth
$156bn during 9M19 (vs. inflows of $53bn in 9M18)
were mainly offset by current account surplus.
Nonetheless, China has robust foreign exchange
reserves of around $3tn, which can serve current
account payments of 13 months and help support
the currency.
Exhibit 34: China: Debt Levels as % of GDP
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fiscal stimulus since 2018 with tax cuts
corresponding to 3.6% of GDP and higher spending
on infrastructure projects. The fiscal deficit is
expected to rise to 6.0% and 6.3% in 2019 and
2020, respectively (vs. 3.5% in 2017), which could
be funded through debt, leading to higher supply of
government bonds. With less headroom on the fiscal
front, we believe that monetary policy will play a
greater role in 2020. That said, financial risks are
building up particularly in the corporate debt
market, with record defaults ($17.1bn YTD as on 3rd
December 2019) in real estate, steel, energy and IT
sectors. Inflation is also trending upwards, clocking
at a seven-year high (3.8% Oct-19), above the target
level of 3.0%, which could restraint the central bank
from becoming too aggressive in terms of monetary
accommodation. Given the disparate possibilities on
the policy front, we remain Neutral on Chinese debt.

INDIA: CORPORATE CREDITS IN FOCUS
AMID TAX CUTS
In 2019, the Indian debt market performed
exceptionally well, owing to an aggressive monetary
easing, which led to cumulative rate cuts of 135bps,
and corporate tax reforms. The 10-year treasury
yield tightened 85bps to 6.6%. As a result, local
currency government-backed bond index posted an
11.0% return, outperforming dollar-denominated
index return of 9.0%, thanks to robust FX reserves
of $454bn (+15.5% YTD as on 13th December 2019).
USD-denominated corporate bonds also delivered
13.0% return as earnings improved in the third
quarter owing to tax cuts. Moving into 2020, the
lower refinancing rate and tax cuts should boost
corporate profits and improve cash flows. Therefore,
we believe that hard currency quality corporate
credits with an ability to effectively deleverage will
continue to perform well. Also, the central bank still
has some headroom for further rate cuts. Thus, we
are Neutral with a Positive Tilt on Indian corporates.

MEXICO: MORE EASING TO FOLLOW
Mexican debt market delivered one of the highest
returns within EMs during 2019, mainly due to
significant carry advantage, favourable oil prices
(though production remained low) and the
accommodative stance of the Mexican central bank.
The 10-year sovereign benchmark bond yield
tightened 170bps to 6.95%. As a result, the
Bloomberg Barclays total return Index of Mexican
USD-denominated bonds rallied 19.2% during the
year despite experiencing recession during 1H19.

Entering 2020, the removal of the foreign ownership
limit should encourage capital inflows. The phaseone trade deal with the US is likely to improve the
current account surplus that has shrunk during the
last few years. The government injected a decent
Mashreq Gold
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Exhibit 35: Bloomberg Barclays Mexico USD Total Return Index
and 10-year Govt. Bond yield
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Exhibit 36: Turkey Interest rate and 10-year Govt. bond yield
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For 2020, the central bank is expecting modest GDP
growth projected at 0.8–1.8%. Moreover, tamed
inflation and comparatively higher benchmark rate
(even after the 100bps cut to 7.25%) as compared
to other emerging economies provide further room
for monetary easing. In 2020, we expect rate cut of
50-75bps, which should drive yields tighter from
current levels. Further, the recent US congressional
approval of USMCA would boost investor
confidence. Hence, we remain Neutral with a
Positive Tilt on Mexican bonds. However, policy risk
should be reckoned as the government faces the
dilemma between maintaining a conservative fiscal
stance and providing recurrent financial assistance
to PEMEX (state owned oil company).

TURKEY: SANCTION RISKS TO INDUCE
VOLATILITY
In line with other EMs, the Turkish debt market also
delivered strong returns during 2019, despite higher
volatility during January–May. The Bloomberg
Barclays index of Turkish dollar-denominated bonds
gained 15.2% on the back of aggressive monetary
easing and relief from political uncertainty post the
rerun of mayoral elections in Istanbul. The 10-year
sovereign benchmark yields compressed 370bps to
12.7%, offering almost similar inflation-adjusted
returns as compared to other EMs. The 1,200bps of
rate cut post July not only supported the bond rally
but also sharply brought down the inflation rate to
10.6% (vs. 20.3% at 2018-end). Post going into
recession in 2H18, the Turkish economy returned to
the growth trajectory albeit at a sluggish rate (0.4%
in 3Q19). President Erdogan expects to achieve real
GDP growth of 5% in 2020 and aims at bringing
interest rates down to a single-digit range from the
current 12%. However, this could be a bit ambitious
on the backdrop of deteriorating relationships with
the US and European countries. The US has recently
passed a legislation to apply sanctions on Turkey,
after its deal to buy S 400 planes from Russia. This
Mashreq Gold
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pauses a major risk to its economic forecast.
Furthermore, the rate cut could be less than what
the government is targeting as inflation has again
started picking up. Thus, we are Neutral on Turkish
credits for now and their direction would depend on
how Ankara’s relation evolves with the US and
European countries.
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GCC: DIVERSIFICATION EFFORTS
PROVIDE STABILITY TO GROWTH

TO

The overall economic growth in GCC economies
remained subdued during 2019, with oil-related
growth exhibiting sharp deceleration owing to oil
production cut, global economic slowdown and
geopolitical tensions. Nonetheless, the non-oil
sectors expanded at a rapid pace across the region,
driven by heavy spending in transportation, energy
and logistics infrastructure. Thus, the regional
economy posted modest growth in the past few
quarters while maintaining a recovery in its fiscal
position, allowing GCC bonds to continuously
outperform emerging market debt. The Bloomberg
Barclays GCC USD bond index produced a return of
14.2%, almost 150bps higher than the Bloomberg
Barclays EM USD bond index. The GCC debt market
performance was mainly attributable to Fed’s rate
cuts, which ideally feed into most of regional central
banks’ policy decision, given that their currencies
are pegged to the USD. Moreover, the OPEC
production cuts from 10.3mn b/d (2018) to 9.5mn
b/d (3Q19) supported oil prices throughout the year,
helping to narrow the fiscal gap in the region.
Notably, an attack on Saudi Arabia’s key oilfield
facility caused a temporary hike in oil prices during
September. The region continued to experience
robust Sukuk and conventional bond issuance of
around $100bn in 2019, which is 25% higher
compared to a year ago. The World Bank estimates
the GCC region to grow by 0.8% in 2019 (vs. 2.0%
in 2018) and expects growth to recover in 2020 to
2.2%.
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Exhibit 37: Bloomberg Barclays EM and GCC USD Aggregate Total
Returns Index
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Looking ahead, the recovery in oil prices, ongoing
spending on mega projects and non-oil sectors are
expected to support GDP growth. The diversified
economies will experience further boost in non-oil
growth. For instance, Expo 2020 should boost UAE’s
tourism sector and Bahrain is expected to yield
results from the manufacturing and infrastructure
sector. Saudi Arabia should continue to be driven by

Mashreq Gold

the non-oil sector with growth expected to be
stronger in 2020 and beyond, benefitting from last
three years’ push for diversification efforts that
include boosting construction and infrastructure
sectors. This should offset the benign outlook for the
oil sector. The Sukuk issuance activity is expected to
continue in 2020, driven by persistent (albeit
shrinking) fiscal deficit across the region. Moreover,
improved foreign investment environment, ultralow yields in the developed markets and the
relatively more secured nature of Sukuk instruments
will attract global investors. We believe the GCC
economies are in good shape with relatively low
debt levels and a strong fiscal position and should
continue to benefit from structural reforms intended
to drive non-oil growth with more foreign
investments. Also, the corporate sector is expected
to post improved profitability amidst consolidation
(especially in banking sector) and lower borrowing
costs. However, the regional geopolitical tensions
will continue to act as headwinds for the GCC debt
market. Hence, we remain Neutral with a Positive
Tilt on GCC sovereign and corporate credits.
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Barring a major political escalation, oil is expected to trade range bound in 2020. Upward price
pressure could build up owing to the extension of OPEC’s production cuts by an extra 500,000 bpd
in the first quarter of 2020 and by a reversal in US shale oil production. However, the subdued global
economic growth in 2020 will likely limit the upside. Brent crude oil prices are expected to trade in
a tight range of $60 to $70/bbl in 2020. We prefer gold as a safe-haven asset to act as a hedge for
uncertain economic development. Among base metals, we expect a rebound in copper prices due
to supply deficits and lower inventories, alongside a stable global economic outlook.

OIL:
GEOPOLITICS
AND
SUPPLY
DISRUPTIONS DOMINATE 2019
After a lacklustre performance in 2018, crude oil
prices gained significantly in 2019 with both Brent
and WTI prices rising 25% and 30% to settle at
$66.5 and $61 per barrel, respectively. A significant
part of the gains was locked in early 2019 (by midMay 2019), supported by OPEC’s supply cuts. Global
supply further retreated following US sanctions on
Iran and Venezuela. Geopolitical tensions also
played a role in soaring up oil prices. In 2H 2019, oil
became more volatile, as the US–China trade tension
escalated and the growth outlook turned dim,
stoking concerns on oil demand. Additionally, US
crude oil inventories kept building up, putting
downside pressure on oil prices. Notably, the spread
between Brent and WTI prices remained relatively
unchanged from the start of the year at $7.23/bbl,
albeit widening as much as $11/bbl in July.
Exhibit 38: Brent and WTI Price Movement
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The cheer over the phase one deal helped lift oil
prices. But, trade fears are not expected to abate,
with the second phase bringing in more issues to be
negotiated. This along with uncertainty ahead of the
US presidential elections could stir volatility in oil
prices in the latter part of 2020.

OIL: A REVERSAL IN US SHALE TO LIMIT
DOWNSIDE
The US shale oil boom that propelled the economy
into being the world’s largest oil producer is likely to
witness a reversal from its upward momentum.
There are growing signs of disappointing US shale
growth estimates for 2020. Weakening demand,
bankruptcies and a fall in drilling activity (amidst
lower well productivity and completions) point
towards a slowdown in the US shale oil output that
accounts for nearly two-thirds of the US oil
production. It remained flat in the first half of 2019,
after growing more than 20% last year. Producers
have reduced the number of oil rigs operating for a
record 12th consecutive month and cut staff aiming
to meet investor demands for higher returns and
debt reduction.
Exhibit 39: US: Rig Counts
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OIL: FURTHER PRODUCTION CUTS IN
2020
At the meeting held on 5-6 Dec, OPEC+ agreed to cut
the production by an additional 500,000, bringing
the total cut to 1.7 MMbpd. Saudi Arabia, further
agreed for additional 400,000 bpd of voluntary cuts
amidst smaller contributions from the rest of the
group members (the UAE, Kuwait, Iraq and Russia).
The 11 OPEC members with quotas under the current
agreement posted a 152% compliance rate in
November, with Saudi Arabia’s average compliance
being the highest. However, Iraq and Nigeria
remained laggards amongst the larger producers.
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The US rig count for Dec 2019 was 685, down 200
from a year ago. The latest well completion data
indicates that the well completion activity in 2020 is
likely to be 10-15% lower than 2019. IEA estimates
total US oil production growth to slow down from
1.6 MMbpd this year to 1.1 MMbpd in 2020, while
OPEC estimates it at 1.5MMbpd. Nevertheless,
supply increases in the Permian basin are likely to be
supported by expansion of crude oil pipeline
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infrastructure that has eliminated transportation
bottlenecks. Despite the headwinds, the US may
once again lead the world in oil production.
Exhibit 40: US Shale Oil Well Productivity

NATURAL GAS: US POLITICS COULD STIR
VOLATILITY

Exhibit 41: Gold Price Movement
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Natural gas prices plummeted over 30% in 2019 on
higher production levels and mild weather
conditions. The US EIA projected the annual US dry
natural gas production to average around 92.1 bn
cubic feet per day (Bcf/d) in 2019, 10% higher than
in 2018. Going forward, there seems to be little
confidence in a trend reversal as production in 2020
is expected to increase further, albeit at a slower
pace than in 2019. On the demand side, weather is
going to be the biggest driver. Concerns over a
warmer winter have been a drag on natural gas
futures. Should mild temperatures persist, the US
natural gas prices could fall to as low as $2/MMBtu.
Indeed, futures prices for gas delivered to the Henry
Hub in March 2020 have slumped to around
$2.20/MMBtu. Nevertheless, even with declining
prices, producers continue drilling as they have
spare capacity on pipelines to fill. Additionally, the
stockpiles in mid-December stood at 3,411 Bcf vs.
2,793 Bcf a year ago and the five-year average of

Another catalyst for gold prices lies in the metal’s
trade technical. Looking at the Dow/gold ratio, it is
evident that gold is trading at quite a discount. The
Dow/gold ratio is derived by dividing the Dow Jones
index by the price of gold per ounce. The current
ratio of 18.53 indicates that the yellow metal is
trading at a good discount. Gold is projected to trade
at a much higher premium in the next couple of years
as the demand for gold is increasing in the Asian
countries. So far, global central banks have bought
589 tons of gold on a net basis in 2019. The buying
spree gathered pace in 2019 with banks adding
nearly 400 tons of yellow metal to their reserves in
the first six months of 2019. The World Gold Council
showed that central banks have been adding even
more since then. Against this backdrop, we hold a
Neutral view with a Positive Tilt on gold.
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NATURAL GAS: MARKETS REMAIN WELL
SUPPLIED

GOLD: TECHNICALS STAY STRONG
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Oil prices are likely to remain range bound in 2020
as weak fundamentals and geopolitical tensions
limit any sharp volatility. On the supply side, OPEC+
members are likely to adhere to production cuts to
drive prices higher and help balance their budgets.
However, factors including the slow but consistent
growth in US shale oil and overall non-OPEC
production growth could limit Brent from rising
above our upside target of $70/bbl. Meanwhile, little
chances of a solid recovery in demand in 2020 and
tepid pickup in global manufacturing would keep
demand constrained. Geopolitical risks will persist
into 2020, and hence we forecast crude oil prices to
remain within a range of $60–$70/bbl.
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The political uncertainty amidst US Presidential
elections in November 2020 should stir volatility in
2H20. Even if the Democrats nominate a moderate
candidate, some of the progressive initiatives are
expected to become part of the opposition party’s
agenda. The ‘Green New Deal’ and other
programmes could impact or possibly change the US
energy policy. Through various regulatory reforms,
the Trump administration has supported energy
independence in the US and a change in the policy
may cause oil and gas production to decline from the
current record levels. Hence, the 2020 election will
be a referendum on future of the US energy output
and could add substantial volatility to oil and gas
futures markets as the election approaches. Against
this backdrop, we hold a bearish view on natural gas.
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3,420 Bcf, portraying sizable inventories. The supply
glut may further be aggravated by large volumes of
global liquefied natural gas (LNG) flooding the
market, mainly from the US.

Source: Bloomberg
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Exhibit 43: Dow/ Gold Ratio
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From a technical perspective, gold outperformed
silver by a wide range in the first half of 2019,
pushing the gold/silver ratio to a 26-year high near
94 in July 2019. Looking ahead, we expect the
scenario to reverse and silver to outperform gold,
considering that it has become highly undervalued
relative to the yellow metal. Thus, we expect silver
prices to imitate gold prices and move upwards for
the most part of 2020, possibly rising to as high as
$18–19/oz. We thus hold a Positive view on silver.

PALLADIUM: ON TRACK TO BE THE MOST
PRECIOUS METAL IN 2020
Palladium prices posted exceptional gains in 2019,
hitting an all-time high of $1,940/oz in December
and surging 50% since the start of the year and
outpacing gold. Physical demand and a global supply
shortage have been key catalysts. In December,
palladium rose past $1,900/oz for the first time ever.
This was due to a power crisis in major mines in
South Africa, comprising nearly 40% of the world’s
palladium production. In 2020, the demand for the
metal is likely to be buoyant following stringent
environmental regulations for vehicles in China and
a shift from diesel to gasoline cars in Europe. Given
the supply/demand imbalance, we remain bullish on
palladium.
Exhibit 44: Platinum and Palladium
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Gold prices experienced a near 15% rally in 2019,
reaching a high of $1,543/oz during the year, driven
by the US-China trade war rhetoric, Brexit-related
uncertainty, and falling global yields. This comes
despite the strong rally in US equities and stronger
US dollar. After garnering strong support in 2019,
gold prices are expected to stay elevated through
2020 as moderate growth, low interest rate regime
and geopolitical jitters may spur risk aversion,
making the yellow metal an attractive alternative.
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SILVER: TO SHINE THROUGH 2020
Silver performance remained lacklustre during 1H19,
as prices lingered below the $16/oz mark. By the end
of 2019, prices rebounded by 14.8%, to reach
$18/oz levels. Both silver and gold had a stellar year,
despite falling off their respective highs in 2019. The
white metal surged to a three-year high of $19.57/oz
in September, mainly driven by rate cuts by the
Federal Reserve and escalating geopolitical woes
across the globe. The ongoing strife between the US
and China, and concerns in the Middle East helped
silver gain this year, despite its gains being smaller
than those of gold. In 2020, trade negotiations and
the ensuing effect on manufacturing and industrial
activity remain the key risk for silver.
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Exhibit 42: Central Banks Gold Demand
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PLATINUM: RESTRICTED GAINS IN 2020
Platinum had a good run this year, rallying nearly
20% in 2019, beating gains seen in gold and silver.
For the year ahead, platinum is likely to appreciate
with an expected improvement in investment,
industrial and automotive demand. Yet, gains in the
metal seem restricted. In the auto industry, stricter
emission rules adopted by the EU require the use of
palladium instead of platinum. Also, a weaker South
African rand and high prices of by-products at
platinum mines are major drawbacks. Given the
above, we are Neutral view on platinum and expect
it to trade in the range of $900–950/oz in 2020.
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COPPER: EV AND FISCAL POLICY TO SPUR
DEMAND
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IRON ORE: SUBDUED DEMAND AND
SUPPLY DYNAMICS
Iron ore prices remained volatile in 2019 following
significant Brazilian mine closures post the collapse
of the dam at Vale SA's. As a result, around 90mtpa
of capacity was took off the market. This pushed
prices to as high as $124/Mt; nevertheless, the trend
reversed at the end of the year and prices fell to
$91.7/Mt as production levels recovered. On the
demand front, China’s infrastructure spending is
expected to fuel demand for steel over the coming
years. As per World Steel Association (WSA), steel
demand is expected to grow by 1.7% in 2020, albeit
lower than the 3.9% anticipated in 2019.

(Million tonnes)

Exhibit 46: Steel Demand
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On the supply side, Vale SA, the world’s largest iron
ore miner, lowered its production outlook for the
steelmaking raw material. Vale stated it would slash
output from its Brucutu mine in Brazil for up to two
months as it evaluates the stability of the nearby
Laranjeiras dam. The move is expected to leave
Brucutu, Vale’s biggest mine in Minas Gerais state,
operating at 40% of the normal capacity. We
maintain a Neutral view on iron ore prices for 2020.

Copper prices posted a lacklustre performance in
2019, rising a meagre 4%, as weak macroeconomic
fundamentals weighed on the metal. Going into
2020, a possible recovery in global demand, lower
copper inventories and supply shortfalls are poised
to help copper regain momentum. Fiscal measures in
major countries including China, Germany and the
US to stimulate growth should be supportive of
copper demand. In automotive sector, emphasis on
greater electric vehicle (EV) production could boost
copper prices, as the metal is an essential
component of EV production. In addition, copper
mine production is expected to grow at a slower
pace as protests in Peru and in China dampen supply.
Overall, we expect a rebound in copper prices
heading towards $6,500/tonne in 2020. US–China
trade negotiations remain a major drag, although we
expect a gradual de-escalation of trade tensions.

ALUMINIUM: MARGINAL OVERSUPPLY
TO KEEP PRICES IN CHECK
Aluminium prices fell by 4% in 2019 due to trade
tensions and waning global demand. The prices are
likely to stay weak in 2020 amidst tepid automotive
demand and subdued global growth. In addition,
industry margins remain threatened with low
product premiums. A weak automotive sector,
which accounts for 38% and 31% of the aluminium
demand in the US and in Europe, is likely to be a key
headwind. These markets along with Japan have
seen a contraction in auto sales over the past year.
The car industry in Europe continues to face threats
of 25% tariffs increase, further curbing demand. On
the supply side, we may see some recovery, as
Chinese smelting capacities, which were shut due to
floods, are operational again. Even environment
curbs have turned out to be less stringent than
anticipated. The moderation in demand coupled
with supply comeback from China could keep the
aluminium market moderately oversupplied.
Exhibit 47: LME Copper Price Refined Copper Market Balance
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Elevated uncertainty around trade disputes, growth concerns and geopolitical risks in 2019, have
all made safe-haven currencies such as USD, JPY and CHF stronger. The greenback stayed strong for
the major part of 2019. However, it lost some momentum towards the end of the year owing to
improved risk appetite after the US-China phase-one trade deal. With the Fed likely to remain
accommodative in 2020 and with fading headline risks, we expect the USD to face more downside
risk than upside. Thus, we have a Neutral view with a Negative Tilt on the USD. We expect the EUR
to bottom out as the ECB’s monetary policy has apparently reached its floor and the economic
outlook looks likely to improve in the second half of 2020. Meanwhile, we are Neutral on the GBP
as uncertainty is likely to persist in 2020. JPY may regain its strength owing to seemingly limited
monetary support and to its safe haven role. On CHF, and despite an accommodative SNB, the
currency could see more inflows as demand on safe haven currencies rises. We are selective on EM
currencies.

Exhibit 48: G-10 Currencies (2019 y/y)
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Despite the Fed cutting interest rates by 75bps in
2H19, the relatively higher yielding USD assets also
offered a carry advantage. As a result, the USD
outperformed against most of the developed and
emerging markets’ currencies in 2019 despite the
threat posed by rising US fiscal deficit and
Presidential elections in 2020.
Looking ahead in 2020, a similar trend looks likely to
continue, though the headline risks such as Brexit
and the US–China trade dispute have somewhat
diminished. This has improved risk sentiment and the
safe-haven factor that had strengthened the USD in
2019 should gradually abate going forward.
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For the third consecutive year, contrarians were
successful in predicting US dollar movements, which
once again ended the year on a stronger note despite
the reversal in Fed’s monetary policy. The key
reasons for the dollar strength have been attributed
to the uncertain global economic outlook, rising
geopolitical risks, especially in the Middle East, and
relatively
solid
domestic
macroeconomic
conditions. While the monetary policy generally has
a significant bearing on the currency, we cannot
ignore the fact that a safe-haven appeal remains the
main driving force behind the USD strength.

Exhibit 49: Softening in the DXY index
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USD: DOLLAR STRENGTH TO FADE WITH
FADING TRADE RISK

Source: Bloomberg

Fundamentally, the US economy is still in the sweet
spot amongst developed markets, backed by a
strong labour market and robust consumption
spending. The economy is expected to grow around
the long-term trend of 2%, considering that the
consumption-led growth story remains intact. Any
growth downgrade will bring out concerns over the
US twin-deficit (fiscal and current accounts), putting
pressure on the USD. For now, the Fed sees no hike
in 2020, and it has not ruled out more cuts if
macroeconomic conditions deteriorate. Thus, we are
Neutral with a Negative Tilt on the USD.

EUR: TO GET RESPITE FROM POLICY SHIFT
The EUR was under constant pressure for the greater
part of 2019, continuing the downtrend versus the
USD since the second half of 2018, as the regional
economic outlook kept worsening. The EUR
depreciated around 10% through 2019 and even
suffered deeper erosion by about 22% when
measured in terms of purchasing power parity. The
key factor that weighed on the EUR was ECB’s more
expansionary monetary policy. For quite a long time,
the ECB has been highly accommodative. Capital
fled out of the region, on the lookout of higher yields
elsewhere. Interest rates in the Euro zone are
apparently nearing their floor, yet they are likely to
remain low for a longer period in response to weaker
economic conditions.
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Exhibit 50: EURUSD Exchange Rate Movement
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In its December 2019 meeting, the ECB revised its
inflation forecast for 2020 to 1.1% from earlier
estimates of 1.0%. The central bank also revised its
growth forecast for 2019 to 1.2% (vs. 1.1%) while
reducing its expectations for 2020 to 1.1% (vs. 1.2%
earlier). Recession fears in the Euro zone should
gradually abate and the central bank may not dictate
more easing. On the other hand, the Fed is expected
to stay dovish. Thus, we are Neutral on the EUR with
a Positive Tilt.

GBP: UNCERTAINTY
BREXIT TO PERSIST

disorderly Brexit risk on the table. In such a scenario,
the GBP may come under heavy selling pressure.
However, if the UK gets an extension of the
transition phase, then the pound might get a strong
support with additional boost stemming from the
government’s fiscal impetus that could also reduce
the probability of a rate cut by the BOE next year.
Thus, we are Neutral on the GBP.

SURROUNDING

The GBP surprisingly outperformed within the G-10
currencies for 2019, with most of the gains
materialising post the general elections held on 12th
December. The GBP gained around 11% versus the
USD from its trough reached in early August as the
risk of a hard Brexit was high.

The Japanese Yen (JPY) closed the year on a flat note
as the safe-haven currency pared most of its
strength towards the latter part of the year, owing
to improved market sentiments brought by the US–
China trade deal. The current weakness in the JPY is
unlikely to persist. Bank of Japan (BOJ) should remain
accommodative, yet a further rate cut to the
negative territory is unlikely, given the negative
effect on banks’ profitability. Furthermore, the
central bank is speeding up its co-ordination with
the government to stimulate growth and inflation.
This is evident from the hike in sales tax in October
and the announced fiscal stimulus of $120bn
(JPY13tn). Markets have been already speculating
over BOJ’s possible withdrawal of stimulus since
2018, which now seems more probabale. We take a
Neutral with a Positive stance on the JPY. Its safe
haven nature also supports our view.
Exhibit 52: USDJPY Movement
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We believe that the pound may give up some of its
gains, as uncertainty is likely to persist in 2020.
While Johnson will get the withdrawal bill passed in
the parliament, movements in the currency will
depend on the nature of the trading relationship
with the EU. Both the EU and UK need to reach an
agreement on many issues, including trade, fishing,
security and foreign policy. In our view, the UK may
not be able to set a permanent trade deal with the
EU in just 10 months and this could bring back a
Mashreq Gold

CHF: BULLISH ON HAVEN ATTRIBUTES
The Swiss National Bank held the SNB policy rate at
-0.75% during its December meeting, articulating
that expansionary monetary policy continues to be
necessary given the country’s inflation prospects.
The SNB also added that they expect rates to remain
on hold throughout 2020 and 2021, citing sluggish
inflation as the main reason. For some time now,
inflation has been consistently below 0.5%, and
well below the 2% target. On the other hand, we
expect critical Brexit deadlines in January and
December 2020, a US election in November, and
various geopolitical risks to stir further volatility. All
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these factors should lay support to the CHF, owing
to its haven attributes.
On a technical note, we are still seeing USDCHF
trading on the lower-mid end of its range and see
bullish pointers for the Swiss Franc over the coming
twelve months. All considered, we therefore, are
Positive on CHF.

EM CURRENCIES: TO BENEFIT FROM
CARRY TRADE
Emerging market currencies had a roller coaster ride
in 2019, especially in the second half of the year,
owing to Fed’s rate cuts and hopes for the US–China
trade deal. Several emerging markets countries also
joined the bandwagon of easing interest rate cycle.
That encouraged yield-starved foreign investors into
regional assets, especially in sovereign debt and
USD-denominated corporate debt. EMs’ external
position also looked better. Amongst EMs,
commodity-based currencies such as Russian Ruble
(RUB) and South African Rand (ZAR) outperformed.
RUB appreciated by a whopping 11.1% versus USD
in 2019, supported by heavy foreign inflows into the
local debt market and by a stable macroeconomic
condition. Mexican Peso (MXN) also gained 3.5%
driven by carry trades. Turkish Lira (TRY) saw
another turbulent year, losing 12.6% against the
USD due to economic woes, political instability and
sanctions threat from the US.
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Exhibit 53: EMs Currencies vs. USD (2019 YTD)
USD/RUB
-11.1%
USD/MXN
USD/IDR
USD/ZAR

-3.5%
-2.9%
-1.9%

USD/CNY

1.6%

USD/INR

1.9%

USD/BRL

5.1%

USD/TRY
-14% -10% -6%

12.6%
-2%

2%

6%

10%

14%

Source: Bloomberg

Heading into 2020, we expect EM currencies to
benefit from the dovish monetary policy outlook in
the developed countries and from reduced trade risk.
Furthermore, most emerging countries are on the
verge of ending their rate cut cycles. A hunt for yield
may benefit currencies such as Indian Rupee,
Indonesian Rupiah, Brazilian Real and Russian Ruble,
given the promising economic growth outlook for
these countries. We are Neutral on Chinese Yuan
(CNY) and MXN as macroeconomic conditions look
a bit unstable and the rate cut cycle may be more
pronounced in both economies. South African Rand
looks attractive from a valuation perspective, but it
faces the risk of sovereign downgrade to junk status
from Moody’s.
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MILLENNIALS
MILLENNIALS: A TEASER OF FUTURISTIC GENERATIONS
Born between 1980 and 1996, the Millennials, also known as generation Y, have made up about 25% of the
world’s population as of 2018, and by 2050, they are expected to account for three-fourths of the global
workforce. Equipped with a global spending power of $2.5tn as of 2016, Millennials are about to experience
one of the most expensive inter-generational transfers to ever happen, inheriting over $30tn from Baby
Boomers (1946–1964) and Generation X (1965–1980). Aged between 19 and 39 years, they are very digitallysavvy and more educated than previous generations, but are slow earners and highly debt-burdened, with
low priority given to savings and retirement plans. Millennials believe in the ‘sharing economy’, which
favours renting over ownership, subscribing over purchasing and borrowing over buying. For example,
instead of owning a house or a car, they prefer to rent it and subscribe to services that provide access to
necessary items.

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta, A.T. Kearney

UAE MILLENNIALS VS. GLOBAL PEERS
The spotlight is on the 2.5mn Millennials in the UAE, who are more opulent in as compared to global peers,
typically spending twice as much as their European peers. In fact, the Middle East was the only region that
recorded an increase in high net worth wealth in 2018, as per Boyden’s quarterly wealth management
reports. Millennials in the UAE are exposed to the luxurious life in cities such as Dubai and are raised in the
comfort of familial wealth, which makes them spend more on non-essentials and high-value items such as
travel, luxury shopping and gold. UAE Millennials are also more dependent on gadgets and technology,
evident from the 25% increase in eCommerce in 2015. The generation is risk averse with low trust in equities
or investments as they have lived through the Great Recession of 2008. Moreover, job and political
insecurities are deep rooted in their investment decisions, which make them highly entrepreneurial, even
more than their global counterparts. 63% of business owners were aged less than 35 years, with 46% of
them starting their business while still in school or university, the highest proportion in the world.
The average UAE Millennial earns about $40,000 annually, spending as much as 30–50% of their monthly
salaries on indulgences and non-essentials. Bolstered by generational family wealth, they also have the
luxury to scope out property investments, unlike the Millennials in other countries. Indeed, as many as 41%
are interested in buying a house (from a pool of 1596 owners and seekers as per the survey conducted by
dubizzle Property – the UAE’s biggest and most visited property platform). Almost 40% of the Millennials in
the UAE are saving up to travel, while 35% are saving for a ‘rainy day’ as per the financial goals set on Liv. –
a lifestyle digital bank by Emirates NBD.
When it comes to investing, just about 38% of UAE adults are considered financially literate, 68% of the
population have no formal savings, across the age and economic spectrum, and 94% experience financial
stress. 25% of the Millennials do not believe in the stock market, while the other three quarters favour cash,
real estate, gold and bitcoin over equities. 77% do not have an advisor, and only 39% actually want one.
Only 38% are in their workforce retirement plan, with 41% having no retirement savings at all. As per Natixis
Global Survey, Middle East Millennials only save about 11.44% of their annual income for retirement,
although they aspire to save 20% as per one of the leading UAE based banks, at par with their global peers.
However, they prefer short-term investments over long term as given in the table below.
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MILLENNIALS
Investment Horizons Preferred by Millennials

Investment Horizon

Percentage

Less than 3 years

26%

3-5 years

38%

5-10 years

24%

10+ years

12%

Source: Global Survey of Financial Professionals conducted by CoreData Research

Source: Global Survey of Financial Professionals conducted by CoreData Research

From a psychological view, Millennials are self-driven and when it comes to investing, they prefer to make
their own investment decisions. Most Millennials expect about 8.8% of annual returns (above inflation), but
about 68% Millennials in the UAE prefer safety over investment performance.
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MILLENNIALS

Source: Global Survey of Financial Professionals conducted by CoreData Research
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MILLENNIALS
ESG PREFERENCE AT MOST
There is overwhelming evidence showing a strong connection between Millennials’ investing decisions and
social activism. In fact, over 80% Millennials say that it is important that the companies they invest in are
ESG complaint and adhere to strong principles of welfare. Almost 75% of Millennials in that survey said they
would be more likely to contribute, or increase their contributions, to a workplace retirement plan if they
knew their investments were doing social good.

The average Millennial (oldest one now approaching 40) is expecting to stop working at 61 years, with about
24 years of retirement years ahead of them. About 73% are aware of the amount they require to fund this,
but only 64% have taken concrete steps to achieve that figure. In the Middle East, 74% Millennials believe
that they will receive retirement contributions from their children, highest across the globe.

BOTTOM LINE: EITHER EARN MORE OR START INVESTING!
Millennials form the bridging generation between a conventional way of living life (as Baby Boomers and
Gen Xers did) and a digitally enhanced and integrated way of living life (as Gen Z’s do). It is the generation
that has one leg in the past, equipped with traditional knowledge, and the other leg in the future, where
gadgets are taking over traditional forms of life. As their lives mature towards 40, it is also pertinent for their
spending habits to mature. One of the trends catching on with Millennials is the ‘FIRE’ (Financial
Independence Retire Early) movement, which entails saving 40–70% of one’s earnings for about 10–15 years
to accumulate a nest egg large enough to fund a frugal but comfortable early retirement life. For example, if
an average Millennial (aged 30 years) wants to retire at 45 years of age, giving them about 30–35 years of
retirement life ahead, they will need to gather a corpus fund of over $750,000 today. This translates to a
savings rate of 45–50% of their monthly salaries. Considering that this corpus only covers essential expenses
for life, it is important to bring in the reality of debt repayments, saving up for future emergencies, family
needs and bigger costs. With a high cash requirement and low savings capability, robust wealth management
will help them reach their goals. Currently, only 35% Millennials are saving up for their retirement. However,
with the right investment products, customised banking services and digital tracking of their life, they might
just be able to give enough to the next generation, whilst unburdening their own debt.
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CHARTS
Exhibit 54: US-GDP Growth (q/q annualised)

Exhibit 55: US-CPI and PPI (y/y change)
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Exhibit 56: US-Unemployment Rate

Exhibit 57: US-Avg. Hourly Earnings (y/y change)
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Exhibit 58: US-Foreign Exchange Reserve

Exhibit 59: US-Current Account Balance & Fiscal Deficit
as % of GDP
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Exhibit 60: US-Retail Sales (m/m change)

Exhibit 61: US-Industrial Output (m/m change)
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CHARTS
Exhibit 62: Euro zone-GDP Growth (y/y change)

Exhibit 63: Euro zone-CPI and PPI (y/y change)
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Exhibit 64: Euro zone-Unemployment Rate

Exhibit 65: UK-GDP Growth (y/y change)
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Exhibit 66: UK-CPI and PPI (y/y change)

Exhibit 67: UK-Unemployment Rate
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Exhibit 68: UK-Current Account Balance as % of GDP

Exhibit 69: UK Govt Debt as a % of GDP
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CHARTS
Exhibit 70: BRICS Nations-GDP Growth (y/y change)

Exhibit 71: BRICS Nations-CPI (m/m change)
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Exhibit 72: BRICS Nations-PPI (m/m change)

Exhibit 73: BRICS key Interest Rates
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Exhibit 74: European Equity Indices

Exhibit 75: Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Bahrain -GDP Growth
(y/y change)
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Exhibit 76: GCC Countries-CPI (m/m change)

Exhibit 77: GCC Key Interest Rates
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TABLES
Key Forecasts
12-month forward
estimates
(Bloomberg)
3,398
437
8,107
1.93%
0.95%
-0.31%
68.9
56.0
1,500
17.2
1.1558
1.3246
1.1459
106.8904

December 2019*
3,223
419
7,632
1.90%
0.77%
-0.24%
67.0
61.1
1,499
17.8
1.1674
1.2944
1.1089
109.3900

S&P 500 Index
Stoxx Europe 600 Index
FTSE 100 Index
10-Year US Treasury (Yield)
10-Year UK Gilt (Yield)
10-Year German Bund (Yield)
Brent ($/bbl)
WTI ($/bbl)
Gold ($/oz)
Silver ($/kg)
GBP/EUR
GBP/USD
EUR/USD
USD/JPY

Change
▲+5.42%
▲+4.24%
▲+6.21%
▲+3bps
▲+18bps
▲+7bps
▲+2.82%
▼-8.29%
▲+0.04%
▼-3.57%
▼-0.99%
▲+2.33%
▲+3.34%
▼-2.29%

Source: Bloomberg * As of 25th December 2019

Global Equity Indices
1 Month


3 Month


Developed Markets Indices
S&P 500 Index
Stoxx Europe 600 Index
FTSE 100 Index
DAX Index
CAC 40 Index
Nikkei Index
ASX 200 Index
Emerging Markets Indices ex
MENA
Hang Seng Index
Shanghai Composite Index
Korea Stock Exchange Index
BSE Sensex
Taiwan SE Index
Ibovespa Brasil Index
Micex Index
JSE Africa All Share Index
MENA Indices
Abu Dhabi Securities Market
Index
Dubai Financial Market
Index
Egyptian Exchange
Tadawul All Share Index
Qatar Exchange
Bahrain Bourse
Muscat Securities

10-Year
Avg. PE

BEst PE

3,223
419
7,632
13,301
6,030
23,831
6,794

2.62%
2.81%
3.89%
0.49%
2.11%
2.30%
-0.76%

28.58%
24.05%
13.44%
25.97%
27.46%
19.06%
20.33%

17.85x
19.52x
21.23x
16.56x
18.46x
20.15x
18.91x

19.71x
16.12x
14.06x
15.64x
16.51x
18.41x
18.11x

27,864
2,983
2,190
41,461
11,976
115,863
3,031
57,245

7.81%
19.60%
7.30%
14.36%
23.12%
31.83%
27.91%
8.55%

7.81%
19.60%
7.30%
14.95%
23.12%
31.83%
27.91%
8.55%

11.46x
14.79x
15.23x
20.39x
16.77x
55.86x
6.96x
19.12x

11.08x
11.91x
15.49x
22.88x
18.29x
15.95x
15.95x
12.87x

0.52%

3.42%

3.42%

13.84x

13.06x

3.7%

-0.13%

9.79%

9.79%

20.67x

7.68x

-0.3%
7.1%
2.8%
4.8%
-4.1%

-3.17%
4.05%
0.61%
5.52%
-2.95%

5.90%
7.97%
1.27%
19.66%
-10.02%

5.90%
7.58%
1.27%
19.66%
-9.82%

46.83x
17.34x
13.42x
26.83x
11.25x

10.45x
16.52x
14.70x
N/A
6.65x

YTD 

Y/Y 

8.29%
6.54%
3.02%
7.02%
6.20%
9.54%
1.58%

28.58%
24.05%
13.44%
25.97%
27.46%
19.06%
20.33%

5.76%
3.85%
4.89%
1.64%
4.24%
7.05%
3.24%
3.43%

6.79%
2.67%
6.16%
7.23%
10.59%
10.61%
10.32%
4.41%

5,083

1.0%

2,777
13,805
8,420
10,430
1,600
3,899

Close#

Source: Bloomberg * As of 25th December 2019, NA- Not Available
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TABLES
Upcoming Macroeconomic Indicators*
Date of
Release
02-Jan-20
02-Jan-20
03-Jan-20
03-Jan-20
06-Jan-20
06-Jan-20
06-Jan-20
07-Jan-20
07-Jan-20
07-Jan-20
07-Jan-20
08-Jan-20
08-Jan-20
09-Jan-20
09-Jan-20
09-Jan-20
10-Jan-20
10-Jan-20
14-Jan-20
15-Jan-20
16-Jan-20
16-Jan-20
17-Jan-20
20-Jan-20
23-Jan-20
24-Jan-20
27-Jan-20
28-Jan-20
30-Jan-20
30-Jan-20
30-Jan-20
31-Jan-20

Country/
Region
Eurozone
United
Kingdom
Germany
Germany
Japan
China
Eurozone
Eurozone
United
States
United
States
United
States
Germany
Eurozone
Germany
Germany
Eurozone
United
Kingdom
United
States
United
States
United
Kingdom
Japan
Germany
Eurozone
Japan
Japan
Japan
United
States
United
States
Germany
United
States
Germany
Eurozone

Dec F
Dec F

Bloomberg
Survey
---

---

Medium
Medium

Dec
Dec P
Dec F
Dec

-----

-16.0k
--53.2

Medium
High
Medium
Medium

Nov
Nov
Nov

----

-1.90%
1.40%
-$47.2b

High
High
High

Factory Orders

Nov

--

0.30%

Medium

Durable Goods Orders

Nov F

--

--

High

Factory Orders MoM
Consumer Confidence
Trade Balance
Industrial Production SA
MoM
Unemployment Rate
Industrial Production YoY

Nov
Dec F
Nov
Nov

-----

-0.40%
-21.5b
-1.70%

Medium
Medium
High
Medium

Nov
Nov

---

7.50%
-1.30%

Medium
Medium

Unemployment Rate

Dec

--

3.50%

High

CPI YoY

Dec

--

--

High

CPI YoY

Dec

--

--

High

PPI YoY
CPI YoY
CPI YoY
Industrial Production YoY
Trade Balance
Natl CPI YoY
New Home Sales

Dec
Dec F
Dec
Nov F
Dec
Dec
Dec

--------

--------

High
High
High
Medium
High
High
Medium

Durable Goods Orders

Dec P

--

--

High

CPI YoY
GDP Annualized QoQ

Jan P
4Q A

---

---

High
High

Unemployment Change
GDP SA QoQ

Jan
4Q A

---

-0.20%

High
Medium

Indicator

Period

Markit Manufacturing PMI
Markit PMI Manufacturing
SA
Unemployment Change
CPI YoY
Jibun Bank Japan PMI Mfg
Caixin China PMI
Composite
PPI YoY
Retail Sales YoY
Trade Balance

Last

Impact

Source: Bloomberg, *Table covers select economic indicators, #F: First estimate, T: Third estimate, A: Advance
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TABLES
Economic events*
Date

Critical Events

21-Jan-20
23-Jan-20
29-Jan-20
30-Jan-20
05-Mar-20
12-Mar-20
19-Mar-20
18-Mar-20
26-Mar-20
28-Apr-20
29-Apr-20
30-Apr-19
07-May-20
04-Jun-20
09-Jun-20
10-Jun-20
16-Jun-20
18-Jun-20
16-Jul-20
22-Jul-20
29-Jul-20
06-Aug-20
10-Sep-20
16-Sep-20
17-Sep-20
17-Sep-20
29-Oct-20
29-Oct-20

BoJ interest rate decision
ECB interest rate decision
FOMC rate decision
BOE interest rate decision
OPEC Meeting
ECB interest rate decision
BOJ interest rate decision
FOMC rate decision
BOE rate decision
BoJ interest rate decision
FOMC rate decision
ECB interest rate decision
BOE rate decision
ECB interest rate decision
OPEC Meeting
FOMC rate decision
BOJ interest rate decision
BOE interest rate decision
ECB interest rate decision
BoJ interest rate decision
FOMC rate decision
BOE interest rate decision
ECB interest rate decision
FOMC rate decision
BOJ interest rate decision
BOE interest rate decision
ECB interest rate decision
BoJ interest rate decision
United States presidential
election
FOMC rate decision
BOE interest rate decision
FOMC rate decision
ECB interest rate decision
BOE interest rate decision
BOJ interest rate decision

05-Nov-20
05-Nov-20
11-Nov-20
16-Dec-20
10-Dec-20
17-Dec-20
18-Dec-20

What to watch out for / Anticipated
action
Status quo
Status quo
Status quo
Status quo
Status quo
Status quo
58% probability of a 1bp rate cut
Status quo
Status quo
66% probability of a 1bp rate cut
Status quo
Status quo
Status quo
Status quo
Status quo
Status quo
66% probability of a 1bp rate cut
45% probability of a 25bps rate cut
Status quo
Status quo
35% probability of a 25bps rate cut
54% probability of a 25bps rate cut
35% probability of a 1bp rate cut
43% probability of a 25bps rate cut
Status quo
Status quo
Status quo
68% probability of a 1bp rate cut
state polling suggests Donald Trump's
2020 re-election chances are much better
48% probability of a 25bps rate cut
Status quo
54% probability of a 25bps rate cut
Status quo
Status quo
64% probability of a 1bp rate cut

Estimated
impact
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High

Source: Bloomberg, *Table covers select economic events
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TABLES
Corporate Credit Total Returns
Close#
US IG Corp
US HY Corp
EUR IG Corp
EUR HY Corp
USD EM Index
USD UAE Liquid Index

3,238
2,180
260
340
1,207
117

1 Month 

3 Month 

0.41%
2.16%
0.27%
1.51%
1.45%
-11.29%

1.58%
2.33%
-0.16%
1.69%
2.17%
-0.55%

YTD 

Y/Y 

14.54%
14.87%
6.54%
11.25%
13.12%
-24.93%

14.45%
14.20%
6.48%
11.22%
12.94%
-29.14%

Source: Bloomberg * As of 25th December 2019

Commodity Performance
Brent ($/bbl)
WTI ($/bbl)
Natural Gas ($/MMBtu)
Gold ($/oz)
Silver ($/kg)
Platinum ($/oz)
Aluminium ($/ton)

Close#

1 Month 

3 Month 

YTD 

Y/Y 

66.94
61.06
2.11
1,499.84
17.78
943.55
1,790.50

6.17%
5.38%
-15.94%
3.06%
5.26%
5.15%
2.59%

7.85%
8.42%
-16.93%
-0.28%
-0.74%
1.71%
3.54%

25.90%
34.46%
-33.80%
16.95%
14.74%
18.59%
-3.88%

34.44%
44.25%
-40.90%
18.23%
20.34%
20.07%
-5.65%

Source: Bloomberg * As of 25th December 2019

G-10 Currencies Performance
EUR/USD
USD/CHF
USD/JPY
GBP/USD
USD/AUD
USD/NZD
USD/CAD
USD/SEK
USD/NOK

Close#

1 Month 

3 Month 

1.1093
0.9804
109.380
1.2961
1.4459
1.5061
1.3160
9.4277
8.9139

0.7%
-1.7%
0.7%
1.0%
-1.9%
-3.5%
-1.1%
-2.1%
-2.7%

1.6%
-1.3%
1.4%
5.1%
-2.4%
-5.2%
-0.8%
-3.5%
-1.9%

YTD 

Y/Y 

-3.1%
-0.4%
-0.8%
2.1%
1.8%
1.0%
-3.5%
4.8%
2.4%

-2.6%
-0.7%
-0.8%
2.3%
1.8%
1.3%
-3.2%
4.0%
1.7%

Source: Bloomberg * As of 25th December 2019

EM Currencies Performance
USD/CNY
USD/INR
USD/TRY
USD/BRL
USD/MXN
USD/ZAR
USD/RUB

Close#

1 Month 

3 Month 

YTD 

Y/Y 

6.9894
71.2712
5.9399
4.0730
18.9666
14.1595
61.8200

-0.71%
-0.62%
3.97%
-2.91%
-2.11%
-3.78%
-3.20%

-2.01%
0.55%
4.81%
-2.31%
-3.58%
-5.66%
-3.78%

1.6%
1.9%
12.6%
5.1%
-3.5%
-1.9%
-11.1%

1.5%
1.6%
12.0%
4.3%
-4.8%
-3.0%
-10.0%

Source: Bloomberg * As of 25th December 2019
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Glossary
BEst: Bloomberg Estimated Ratio – Consensus estimates from various analysts contributing to Bloomberg;
Credit Spread: The difference in yield between two bonds of similar maturity;
DM: Developed Markets – Group of countries that are most developed in terms of their economy and capital markets;
EM: Emerging Markets – Group of countries that have some characteristics of developed market but do not meet the standards
to be developed market;
Duration: A measure of price sensitivity related to an interest rate change;
DXY: Dollar Index – measures the value of USD relative to a basket of foreign currencies;
EPS: Earning Per Share – calculated by dividing the company's net income with its total number of outstanding shares;
FOMC: Federal Open Market Committee – US Fed’s committee which takes key decisions on interest rates and the US’ money
supply growth;
HY: High Yield – High return bond with a low credit rating than IG bonds;
IG: Investment Grade – An IG bond has a relatively low risk of default, so low risk with low returns;
Maturity Date: The date on which principal amount of the bond will be paid to the investors;
PE Ratio: Price to Earnings Ratio – Measure of the company’s share price with respect to its EPS;
YTM: Yield to Maturity – The total interest rate earned by an investor, who buys and holds the bond until maturity;
YTW: Yield to Worst – The lowest potential yield that investor receives on a bond, that has callable, puttable, exchangeable,
or any other features;
Sharpe Ratio: A measure of return earned in excess of the risk-free rate per unit of volatility;
GDP: Gross Domestic Product – The monetary value of all the finished goods and services produced within a country's borders
in a specific time period;
IHS Markit Composite PMI: The Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI) calculated by IHS Markit based on monthly surveys of
carefully selected companies representing major and developing economies worldwide;
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General Disclaimer
This report was prepared by the Mashreq Gold Unit of Mashreq Bank PSC (“Mashreq”) in the United Arab Emirates (“U.A.E.”). Mashreq is regulated by the Central Bank of
the U.A.E. This report is provided for informational purposes and private circulation only and should not be construed as an offer to sell or a solicitation to buy any security
or any other financial instrument or adopt any hedging, trading or investment strategy. Prior to investing in any product, we recommend that you consult with a professional
financial advisor, taking into consideration investment objectives, financial circumstances and tax implication. While based on information believed to be reliable, we do
not guarantee and make no express or implied representation as to the accuracy of this report or complete description of the securities markets or developments referred
to in this report. The information, opinions, forecasts (if any), assumptions or estimates contained in this report are as of the date indicated and are subject to change at any
time without prior notice. The stated price of any securities mentioned in this report is as of the date indicated and is not a representation that any transaction can be
effected at this price. The risks related to investment products described in this report are not all encompassing and investors should refer to the relevant investment offer
document for detailed information and applicable terms and conditions. Investment products, including treasury products, are not guaranteed by Mashreq or any of its
affiliates or subsidiaries unless stated otherwise and are subject to investment risk, including loss of principal. Investment products are not government insured. Past
performance is not an indicator of future performance. US persons (US Citizens; US Green Card Holders; Resident Aliens subject to US income taxes for IRS purposes) are not
eligible for any of the investment products introduced by Mashreq unless stated otherwise. This report is for distribution only under such circumstances as may be permitted
by applicable law. Neither Mashreq nor its officers, directors or shareholders or other persons shall be liable for any direct, indirect, incidental or other damages including
loss of profits arising in any way from the information contained in this report. This report is intended solely for the use by the intended recipients and the contents shall
not be reproduced, redistributed or copied in whole or in part for any purpose without Mashreq’s prior express consent

